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Abstract 

Antibodies are one of the host’s main defences against invading pathogens. The 

antibody response to Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection elicited 

against the viral envelope (Env) spike can be categorised into non-neutralizing, narrowly 

neutralizing and broadly neutralizing, based on the relative breadth of circulating HIV-1 

strains that the antibodies can neutralize in vitro. There has yet to be a vaccine that can 

elicit broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) against HIV-1. The general inability of 

germline (gl) precursors of these bnAbs to bind recombinant forms of the Env spike used 

in prospective vaccine formulations has been identified as one of the likely obstacles to 

achieving a bnAb response by vaccination. The design or identification of antigens that 

are able to engage gl precursors of bnAbs, dubbed “gl targeting”, is a strategy currently 

being explored to elicit bnAbs. The VRC01-class of bnAbs, which target the highly 

conserved CD4 binding site on the HIV Env spike, are attractive templates for vaccine 

design owing to their tremendous neutralization potency and breadth and common mode 

of antigen recognition. Here, we investigated a panel of antigens, derived from the 

45_01dG5 strain of HIV-1, for their ability to engage VRC01-class gl precursors. 

Additionally, we assessed their capacity to stimulate T follicular helper (Tfh) cell and B cell 

responses in C57BL/6 mice after a single priming immunization, using assays developed 

with two model immunogens. Specifically, we assessed the influence, on Tfh and B cell 

responses, of appending a single copy of the PanDR helper epitope (PADRE) to select 

immunogens in comparison to immunogens without the PADRE motif. We found that 

several constructs bind mature and gl-reverted versions of the VRC01 bnAb, as well as 

one of two VRC01-class precursor antibodies tested here. The immunizations revealed 

that immunogens with a glycan-masked V3 elicit a very weak Tfh response, which may 

have led to correspondingly weak B cell responses. Appendage of the single PADRE motif 

was insufficient to reverse the otherwise weak Tfh cell responses observed with the V3-

masked immunogens used here, supporting the need for multiple copies of the motif to 

adequately provide Tfh cell mediated B cell help. In sum, this work provides insight into 

the early immune response to priming by HIV-1 candidate immunogens as part of a first 

phase of explorations toward eliciting VRC01-class bnAbs. 

Keywords: HIV-1; VRC01; T follicular helper cells; immunization; antibodies 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

 Development of antigen-specific antibody responses  

Antibodies are generated in response to immune stimulation, such as 

infections or immunizations; they mediate protection by several mechanisms, 

including (i) the direct neutralization of infectious pathogens, (ii) activation of the 

complement pathway or of antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, leading to 

the death of infected cells, and (iii) opsonization leading to phagocytosis of 

infectious pathogens 1,2. A first wave of antibodies (IgM and IgG) is produced by 

extrafollicular B cell subsets (B1 and marginal-zone B cells) that typically respond 

to antigens that do not stimulate T helper cells (T-independent antigens) and, as 

a result, do not undergo affinity maturation and class-switching 3,4. Follicular B 

cells which are more specialized in sustained and high affinity antibody 

responses, and are responsible for mounting faster responses upon re-exposure 

to antigen, unlike extrafollicular B cells. The affinity maturation of antibodies and 

generation of humoral immune memory is governed by critical interactions 

between follicular B cells and T follicular helper (Tfh) cells in germinal centres 

(GCs)5,6. 

1.1.1 B Cell Participation in the GC Reaction 

All B cells originate from progenitor cells in the bone marrow and mature 

in secondary lymphoid organs. These B cells populate compartments (follicles) in 

all lymph nodes and are surrounded by T cells, which originate in the thymus. 

Particulate antigens are captured from lymph by subcapsular macrophages and 

are shuttled to follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) by extrafollicular (bystander) B 

cells 7. The FDCs then present antigen to follicular B cells. Antigen-specific 

follicular B cells migrate to the T-B cell border (Figure 1.1) to interact with 
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antigen-experienced Tfh cells, which come from the surrounding T cell zone 8. 

Some B cells with relatively higher affinity for antigen differentiate into short-lived 

antibody-secreting cells, and relatively low affinity clones enter the GC pathway 

where they improve in affinity 9 (Figure 1.1). GCs are transient structures that 

typically form in response to T-dependent antigens and incorporate B cell follicles 

(Figure 1.1) 10,11; they facilitate cognate B and T cell interactions and are critical 

for the selection of B cells with high affinity for antigen 12. B cells that are primed 

to enter the GC pathway and Tfh cells migrate to the GC in response to cytokines 

produced by FDCs. Tfh cell provide signals to GC B cells in the form of CD40-

CD40L interactions and cytokines for survival, proliferation and differentiation. B 

cells also undergo multiple rounds of affinity maturation in GC with Tfh aid and 

increase in affinity for their target epitopes by somatic hypermutation (SHM; 

accumulation of nucleotide mutations in antibody genes). As a result of clonal 

selection in GC, high affinity B cell clones are selected for clonal expansion, 

whereas low affinity clones undergo apoptosis 10,13. B cells with relatively higher 

affinities for antigen differentiate into long-lived plasma cells and memory B cells 

12.  
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of the GC reaction  

The GC is compartmentalized into dark and light zones. The dark zone is packed with B 

cells that enter the GC pathway and appears relatively darker when examined under a 

microscope 10. It is the site of GC B cell proliferation and where the GC B cells undergo 

SHM. These B cells then enter the light zone, where they encounter antigen presented 

by FDCs, interact with antigen-specific Tfh cells leading to differentiation into plasma 

cells or memory B cells, or re-enter the dark zone for further SHM 7. Image reused with 

permission from the Nature Publishing Group. 

1.1.2 Tfh Cell Participation in the GC reaction 

T cells are functionally divided into two broad subsets: cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes (CTLs) and helper T cells, and they are typically identified by their 

expression of the molecules CD8 and CD4, respectively, on their cell surface. 

CD4+ T cells are initially primed in the T cell zones of secondary lymphoid 

structures by antigen-presenting dendritic cells, and receive cytokine signals that 
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induce their commitment to a specialized subset such as Th1, Th2, Th17, Tfh, 

regulatory T (Treg), or regulatory T follicular helper cells (Tfr) cells 144. Among the 

various CD4 T cell subsets, Tfh cells specialize in providing B cell help 14. T cells 

that commit to the Tfh lineage are at this point pre-Tfh stage; they migrate to the 

T-B border present on the outskirts of the follicle to engage B cells (Figure. 1.1) 

15. Tfh cells express Bcl6, a master transcriptional regulator that prevents 

differentiation into non-Tfh phenotypes such as Th1, Th2, Th17, and Treg cells 

16. The PD-1 receptor, specific for PD-1 ligand expressed on B cells, is also 

upregulated on Tfh cells. Tfh cells furthermore express CD40L (CD40 ligand), 

inducible co-stimulator (ICOS), and SLAM-associated protein (SAP), which are 

involved in cognate interactions with B cells 17. Tfh cells also secrete IL-21, which 

drives the survival, proliferation, and differentiation of GC B cells by inducing the 

intracellular expression of molecules such as Bcl6 and the plasma cell master 

regulator BLIMP-1 18. Another Tfh-secreted cytokine, IL-9, regulates memory B 

cell development by activating the transcription factor STAT1 19. A general 

consensus is that Tfh cells that provide cognate help to B cells within GCs can be 

identified as CD4+ cells with high-level expression of the surface markers CD44 

(which identifies antigen-experienced T cells), PD-1, and CXCR5 20–22. 

Given their role in promoting the development of high affinity B cells, Tfh 

cells are of considerable interest to vaccine research, including the work 

described in this thesis; investigations into early immune responses related to the 

design of immunogens for eliciting antibodies to human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV). In the following section, the HIV-1 pandemic as well as the structure of the 

HIV envelope (Env) spike are reviewed with relevance to vaccine design. 
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Figure 1.2 Tfh-mediated B cell help.  

Tfh cells provide help to B cells for a variety of functions including survival, proliferation, 

and differentiation. Some of the help is mediated by Tfh-secreted cytokines such as IL-4, 

which activates transcription factors such as BCL-XL, BCL-2, and MCL-1, as well as IL-

21, which promotes BLIMP-1 expression which in turn regulates the plasma B cell 

program. Activation induced cytidine deaminase (AID) is also activated by IL-4 and IL-21 

and mediates the affinity maturation of antibodies through hypermutation of the antibody 

genes. Class-switching from IgM to IgG is also dependent on Tfh signaling. Cell 

adhesion molecules such as SLAM and SAP help establish cognate interactions, and 

Tfh migration to GCs is mediated by CXCR5 in response to CXCL13 produced by B 

cells. Image reused with permission from the Nature Publishing Group. 
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 HIV and the search for a vaccine  

HIV is a single-stranded RNA retrovirus within the genus Lentivirus, which is a 

member of the Retroviridae family of viruses. HIV preferentially infects activated 

CD4+ T lymphocytes, the loss of which weakens the immune system 23 and often 

leads to a debilitating disease called acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 

(AIDS). There are two distinct types of HIV: type-1 (HIV-1), which is primarily 

responsible for the global AIDS pandemic, and type-2 (HIV-2), which is prevalent 

mainly in West Africa 24,25. Given the prevalence of HIV-1 infection, it is of greater 

relevance to vaccine research and as such is the primary focus of the following 

review. 

1.2.1 The HIV-1 Pandemic 

The first case of AIDS was reported in the United States in 1981, and a 

virus originally assigned to a family of human T cell leukemia retroviruses was 

identified as the causative agent in 1983 26. This virus was reclassified as HIV in 

1986 26–28. As of 2016, there were an estimated 36.7 million people worldwide 

living with HIV, and 1 million of those infected died from AIDS-related illnesses by 

the end of 2016 (http://www.unaids.org).  

HIV infection is no longer considered fatal provided that individuals receive 

adequate medical care. Over the years, combination anti-retroviral therapy 

(cART) has led to improved quality of life and an increase in life expectancy of 

HIV-positive individuals. Furthermore, the documented case of an HIV-infected 

individual who was declared HIV-negative after receiving a hematopoietic stem 

cell transplant from a donor carrying a homozygous deletion for a HIV-1 co-

receptor gene CCR5Δ32 showed that HIV infection can be cured 29. However, 

bone marrow transfusion from CCR5Δ32 donors is not a viable treatment option 

for most HIV-infected individuals, and cART is expensive and unavailable in sub-

Saharan Africa where HIV infection is rampant but infected individuals lack 

adequate economic support and access to healthcare 30,31. The stigma 

http://www.unaids.org/
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associated with HIV-1 infection in such countries further promotes poor 

adherence to ART, even when it is available 32. In developed countries such 

Canada, HIV-1 infection is mostly prevalent among high-risk populations, notably 

sex-workers and injection drug users (http://www.canada.ca/public-

health/services). As of 2014, there were an estimated 75,500 people in Canada 

living with HIV-1 (http://www.catie.ca).  

With an aim to eliminate the need for expensive and prolonged therapy, 

current research is focused on developing curative treatments: cell and gene 

therapy to eliminate integrated HIV genomes; technology to detect latent 

reservoirs of HIV-1; and T cell engineering to reduce T cell susceptibility to HIV-1 

infection 33–36. Furthermore, given the success of vaccines in eradicating 

epidemics such as smallpox 37, and the relative ease of accessibility to the 

general public, massive efforts are underway to design a vaccine that can 

prevent HIV-1 infection. The HIV Env spike is critical for viral infectivity and is 

targeted by antibodies that can neutralize a wide breadth of circulating HIV-1 

strains, making it the central focus of vaccine efforts aiming to elicit such 

antibodies. However, the challenges of designing a vaccine that can elicit a 

robust and sustained neutralizing antibody (nAb) response are many 38,39. An 

understanding of the structure and function of Env spike as well as how existing 

nAbs bind their targets on Env spike is deemed critical to vaccine design for 

eliciting similar types of antibodies. 

1.2.2 Structure and function of HIV-1 Env spike 

HIV entry is mediated by the Env spike, a glycoprotein (gp) consisting of a 

trimeric complex of heterodimers comprising the subunits gp120 and gp41; it 

forms the “spikes” that stud the surface of HIV particles 40. The linear structure of 

gp120 is traditionally divided into five conserved (C1-C5) and five variable loop 

regions (V1-V5) 41. Gp41 comprises an ectodomain or extracellular region, as 

well as cytoplasmic and transmembrane regions. The ectodomain is further 

divided into five functionally distinct regions: i) fusion peptide, ii) the polar region, 

http://www.canada.ca/public-health/services
http://www.canada.ca/public-health/services
http://www.catie.ca/
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iii) N- and C-terminal heptad repeats (HR;HR1 and HR2, respectively), and iv) 

the membrane proximal external region (MPER) 42. To initiate infection, the Env 

spike first interacts with adhesion molecules on the host-cell membrane, such as 

Siglec-7 and sometimes α4β7 integrins, which bring the Env spike closer to the 

primary receptor, CD4 43,44. Binding to CD4 rearranges the V1/V2 and V3 loops 

that normally cover up the co-receptor binding site on gp120, thus exposing it to 

enable engagement of the requisite co-receptor, which, depending on the tropism 

of the virus, is generally CXCR5 or CXCR4 45. Co-receptor engagement results in 

further conformational changes in gp120 and exposure of the gp41 fusion 

peptides, which then shoot into the target cell membrane, ultimately creating a 

fusion pore and enabling entry of viral RNA into the target cell 45–47. 

NAbs to HIV are directed against the Env spike, as it is the only exposed 

element on the viral coat. NAbs can be broadly categorized as strain-specific 

(i.e., of narrow breadth) and heterologous (of broader breadth) 48. Broadly 

neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) are heterologous nAbs that neutralize a broad 

spectrum of HIV strains. Thus, a significant goal of HIV vaccine research is to 

produce vaccines that can elicit bnAbs. 

 Non-neutralizing and neutralizing antibodies to HIV-1 

Non-nAbs against HIV-1 develop in the first few weeks of infection. They 

are typically elicited against epitopes on Env spike fragments, such as solubilized 

gp120 or gp41 stumps attached to the viral membrane, but cannot bind the 

native Env spike, which is generally viewed as a prerequisite for virus 

neutralization 49–51. However, it is believed that some non-nAbs may exhibit 

antiviral activity via Fc-mediated effector mechanisms, such as antibody-

dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) or antibody-dependent cell-

mediated phagocytosis (ADCP) 52,53.  

Strain-specific nAbs develop subsequent to non-nAbs (from weeks to 

months after infection). This delay is attributed to inadequate T cell help during 
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HIV infection 58–60. Although strain-specific nAbs can exhibit some level of cross-

reactivity, they predominantly target regions on Env spike that tend to be fairly 

variable. Such antibodies are thus incapable of neutralizing diverse strains 57,61–

63.  

As mentioned above, bnAbs are capable of neutralizing a diverse array of 

virus strains by targeting relatively conserved sites on the Env spike. They tend 

to develop only in a subset of HIV-infected individuals and, in adults, not until at 

least one year post-infection. In some children born to HIV-infected mothers, 

bnAbs seem capable of developing faster (i.e., <1 year) 221. BnAbs appear to co-

evolve with the virus, resulting in extensive SHM 64,65. The following section 

focuses on the characteristics of bnAbs and their importance to vaccine design. 

 

Figure 1.3 Structure of an antibody. 

Shown here is the recombined heavy and light chain gene segments encoding 

the variable (V), diversity (D), joining (J) and constant (C) domains of an antibody. The 

heavy chain comprises multiple C domains as well as the V, D and J domains, whereas 

the light chain lacks a D region and only contains one C domain. The hypervariable 

loops constitute the antigen-interface region on both the heavy and light chain V 

domains. 
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1.3.1 Broadly neutralizing antibodies 

BnAbs are produced in ~20% of chronically HIV-infected individuals 66. 

BnAbs target conserved epitopes on the HIV Env spike 67. Several bnAbs have 

been identified that target the same epitope, allowing them to be grouped into 

classes based on certain commonalities such as V gene usage and 

complementarity determining region (CDR) features 66,68. Five regions on the Env 

spike are now recognized as bnAb targets: the CD4bs, glycans on the V1/V2 

variable loops, glycans on the V3 loop, the MPER, and the gp120:gp41 interface 

region 66. 

In addition to exhibiting broad and generally potent neutralization in vitro, 

passively transferred bnAbs have also been shown to confer protection from 

simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) challenge in non-human primates 

or HIV-1 challenge in studies with mice reconstituted with human immune cells 

69–72. Studies suggest that the bnAbs confer protection in these model systems 

by neutralization of cell free virus and ADCC activity against infected cells 73–75. 

Among the numerous bnAbs that now have been discovered, it has 

become clear that some display exceptional neutralization breadth. Among the 

most notable are hose targeting the CD4 binding site on gp120 (CD4bs). This 

aspect, together with the functional conservation of the CD4bs, has led to 

substantial interest in vaccine design efforts to target the CD4bs. 
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Table 1 Features of CD4bs-targeting bnAbs. 

Class VH gene VL gene CDRL3 length 

(amino acids) 

VRC01 VH1-2 Vκ3-20, Vκ1-33, 

Vκ1-5, Vκ3-15, Vλ2-

14 

5 

8ANC131 VH1-46 Vκ3-20 9 

IOMA VH1-2 Vλ2-23 8 

CH103 VH4-61 Vλ3-1 13 

HJ16 VH3-30 Vκ3-30 8 

VRC13 VH1-69 Vλ2-14 6 

b12 VH1-3 Vκ3-20 9 

BnAbs that target the CD4bs can be grouped into seven classes based on their 

ontogenies. These classes are named after and represented by: VRC01, 8ANC131, 

IOMA, CH103, HJ16, VRC13, and b12. These bnAb classes are further categorized 

as VH gene-restricted (blue) or CDRH3-restricted (yellow) based on their mode of 

antigen recognition 76. VRC01, 8ANC131, and IOMA-class bnAbs are classified as 

VH gene-restricted, meaning that their interactions with antigen are dictated by their 

VH gene usage, whereas bnAbs belonging to CH103, HJ16, VRC13, and b12 classes 

make contact with antigen chiefly via their CDRH3s 77.  

VRC01-class nAbs to the CD4bs of HIV-1 

The CD4bs is targeted by seven classes of bnAb, which are subdivided 

into two groups based on their mode of contact with target epitopes: (i) VH 

(variable heavy chain domain) gene-restricted classes, comprising 8ANC131, 
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VRC01, and IOMA 76,77; and (ii) those that primarily utilize their CDRH3s, 

represented by antibodies b12, CH103, HJ16, and VRC13 (Table 1). Of these, 

the class represented by antibody VRC01 is the largest and exhibits the greatest 

neutralizing potency and breadth. The antibody VRC01 was isolated from a 

chronically infected individual designated donor 45. The evolution of this antibody 

and the diversity of VRC01 lineage antibodies was studied using samples 

collected over 15 years 78. This study showed that prolonged affinity maturation 

occurred during natural infection thus accounting for the high SHM observed with 

bnAbs such as VRC01 78  

Antibodies of the VRC01 class have been recovered from a variety of 

individuals. They derive from the VH gene VH1-2*02 that encodes Trp, Asn, and 

Arg residues at positions 50, 58, and 71 that are critical for antigen recognition, 

and have characteristically short CDRL3s (five amino acid residues), and a 

similar mode of antigen recognition 79. Another commonality is their extensive 

SHM, which is ~33% in VH and ~23% (at the amino acid level) in VL (variable 

light chain domain), as compared to ~6% in antibodies produced early on in 

infection 78–80. Such commonalities have fuelled the idea that immunogens that 

can activate VRC01 class-specific precursor B cells might aid in eliciting 

equivalent bnAbs by immunization 81–84.  

There are, however, several challenges to eliciting VRC01-class bnAbs, 

including: (i) the need for immunogens that can prime naïve B cells expressing 

VRC01-class immunoglobulin (Ig) receptors in many different people; (ii) the 

limited number (<1%) of such B cells in humans; (iii) the possible presence of 

distracting epitopes on the immunogen and (iv) the design of an immunization 

schedule to achieve the level of affinity maturation that may be required for 

neutralization breadth 85. To approximate naïve bnAb precursors, gl antibodies of 

VRC01-class bnAbs have been inferred computationally and these then used to 

investigate antigen binding.  
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Studies with VRC01-class gl-reverted antibodies show that some of them 

exhibit autoreactive features 86,87, implying that priming immunogens might have 

to provide enough stimulus to precursor B cells to overcome tolerance 

checkpoints. Additionally, antigen-specific B cells in transgenic mice expressing 

the gl-reverted VRC01-class antibody 3BNC60 were found to be anergic 82. The 

design of immunogens that can overcome the aforementioned hurdles is 

currently being investigated 85,88. 

Before discussing ongoing immunogen design efforts to elicit VRC01-like 

bnAbs, past and ongoing vaccine trials are reviewed in the following section. 

1.3.2 HIV-1 vaccine trials to date  

The primary expectation from an HIV vaccine is an immune response that 

endures and protects against infection 38. However, developing an effective HIV 

vaccine has proven to be immensely challenging 38,89. The hurdles for inducing a 

protective immune response include, but are not limited to, the high genetic 

diversity of HIV, the capacity of the virus to evade immune surveillance, the 

relatively low accessibility of some conserved neutralization-sensitive epitopes on 

the Env spike 38. There have been seven HIV-1 vaccine clinical trials to date, 

which aimed to confer protection by eliciting either bnAbs or CTLs through a 

variety of vaccination strategies 89. 

Vaccines to elicit bnAb responses to HIV-1 

VAX003 and VAX004 were the first HIV-1 clinical efficacy trials aimed at 

eliciting nAb responses to HIV-1. VAX003 tested a vaccine consisting of 

recombinant gp120s derived from subtype B strain MN and CRF01_AE strain 

CM244 (dubbed AIDSVAX B/E) in injection drug users in Thailand 90,91. VAX004 

used a bivalent formulation consisting of two subtype B gp120s from strains MN 

and GNE8 (AIDSVAX B/B), and tested efficacy in men who have sex with men 

(MSM) and high risk heterosexual women in North America and The Netherlands 

92,93. Both the VAX003 and VAX004 trials failed to demonstrate efficacy in 
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preventing HIV infection or disease progression, which was attributed to an 

overall inability of the elicited antibodies to effectively neutralize HIV strains 

representative of contemporaneous circulating viruses 93. 

A more recent third trial, RV144, reported ~31% efficacy in preventing 

acquisition of HIV infection in vaccine recipients, excluding seven participants 

who were infected at the time of enrolment, relative to the placebo group 90,94. 

This trial combined priming with a canarypox vector expressing the (vCP1521) 

CRF01_AE gp120 92TH023 fused to transmembrane portion of gp41, and 

boosting with the gp120 AIDSVAX B/E vaccine used in the VAX003 trials; it was 

conducted in heterosexual men and women in Thailand. A strong priming effect 

was observed with vCP1521, with a stronger and more durable antibody 

response following two protein boosts in this trial compared to the earlier VAX003 

and VAX004 trials in at least a subset of recipients 90,93. The nAb responses in 

RV144 to neutralization-sensitive (tier 1) HIV strains 95 were lower than those 

seen in VAX003 and VAX004, and mostly targeted V1V2 loop epitopes 90,93,96. 

The IgG response observed in RV144 recognized linear epitopes on the V2 and 

V3 regions of gp120, correlated with reduced risk of infection, and exhibited 

antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) activity 93. Additionally, 

low levels of IgA seemed to correlate with a lower risk of acquiring infection in 

RV144 90,93,96,97. Given the modest success of the RV144 trial and to investigate 

if the responses observed in the RV144 trial in Thailand could be replicated in 

other regions, a phase-1b trial, designated HVTN 097, was initiated utilizing the 

RV144 regimen in combination with hepatitis B or tetanus toxoid vaccines in 

South Africa; early results indicate that the responses elicited in HVTN 097 are 

comparable to those of RV144 98. Another clinical trial, designated HVTN 702, is 

also underway in South Africa currently; it tests a prime-boost regimen modified 

from RV144 to include locally prevalent subtype C strains in both priming and 

boosting immunizations, i.e., two priming immunizations with canarypox vector 

(vCP2438) expressing subtype C gp120 (ZM96), and two boosting 
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immunizations with vCP2438 plus bivalent subtype C gp120s (TV1.C and 

1086.C) formulated in the MF59 adjuvant (http://www.avac.org/trial/hvtn-702). 

Vaccines to elicit broadly reactive CTL responses to HIV-1 

Aside from the aforementioned trials designed to elicit bnAb responses, 

there have been three trials so far aimed at eliciting broadly reactive CTL 

responses (HVTN 502, 503, and 505). The HVTN 502 trial, also termed the 

STEP trial, tested an adenovirus type-5 (Ad5) vector vaccine, designated MRK 

Ad5 subtype B HIV-1 gag/pol/nef, in MSM and high-risk heterosexual men and 

women in clade B pre-dominant regions of the world (North America, South 

America, and Australia). The HVTN 503 trial, dubbed the Phambili trial, tested 

the same Ad5 vector vaccine in heterosexual men and women in clade C-

dominant South Africa 99,100. Both studies were terminated when preliminary 

analyses showed failure to reduce early viral loads 101. Further analyses revealed 

an elevated risk of infection in Ad5 seropositive or uncircumcised men in the 

STEP study, which in vitro analyses suggested could be due to an expansion of 

Ad5-specific CD4+ T cells that were readily susceptible to HIV infection 102. A 

later study tested a DNA/rAd5 (DNA prime and rAd5 boost) vaccine in fully 

circumcised and Ad5 seronegative men and transgender women in the United 

States 102. The DNA prime expressed clade-B Gag, Pol, Nef, and Env proteins 

from clades A, B, and C, while the rAd5 boost expressed a Gag-Pol fusion 

protein in addition to the multi-clade Envs 103. This study, designated HVTN 505, 

was designed to minimize the risk of infection observed in the STEP trial by 

excluding Ad5 seropositive and uncircumcised men from the test subjects. The 

HVTN505 trial was, however, terminated early due to its failure to reduce viral 

load set points 104.  

Given the explosive discovery of numerous bnAbs in the last several years 

64,105, there has been an increased focus on designing vaccines that can elicit 

such antibodies 106,107. 

http://www.avac.org/trial/hvtn-702
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 Engineered immunogens to elicit bnAbs to HIV-1 

As reviewed above, vaccine trials to date have not been successful in 

eliciting robust and sustained levels of nAbs. However, the recovery of numerous 

bnAbs from HIV-infected individuals in recent years and studies of their 

interactions with Env spike have led to increased efforts to tailor immunogens for 

the induction of bnAbs 66. Thus far, attempts at eliciting bnAbs in animal models, 

such as non-human primates or humanized mice—immunodeficient mice 

implanted with human hematopoietic stem cells that can develop into all blood 

cell lineages have largely been unsuccessful 82,108,109. This has been attributed to 

several factors, including the limited antibody repertoire in humanized mice, 

differences between human and primate antibody repertoires in the case of non-

human primates, the inability of the immunogens to prime the right precursor B 

cells, and inadequate Tfh cell help 38. The use of intentionally designed or 

selected antigens to activate precursor B cells of bnAbs are dubbed gl-targeting. 

Antigens capable of promoting the elicitation of PGT121-like bnAbs, which 

targets the N332-glycan-supersite, and VRC01-class bnAbs to the CD4bs are 

some of the most prominent examples currently being explored 110. 

The two most notable attempts at designing VRC01-class gl-targeting 

antigens yielded the 426c core and eOD-GT8 110 proteins. 426c core was 

designed to lack glycans at three critical N-linked glycosylation sites (AA 

positions 276, 460, and 463) in addition to truncations of the V1V2 and V3 loops. 

As a result, it bound to a majority of gl-reverted VRC01-class antibodies. The 

gp120 outer domain-based construct, eOD-GT8, was used to isolate VRC01-

class precursor B cells from healthy individuals. Thus, both these constructs 

show great promise as candidate priming immunogens. Furthermore, they 

highlighted features of gl-reverted VRC01-class antibodies that are relevant to 

vaccine design efforts, such as the subtle differences in binding preferences. For 

instance, the 12A21gl and 3BNC60gl antibodies have a greater net-negative 

charge on their CDRLs than other VRC01-class antibodies, such as VRC01gl 

and NIH45-46gl, resulting in weaker binding to constructs carrying negatively-
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charged amino acid residues at key contact sites 86,82,111. Other features, such as 

differences in light-chain V-gene usage (Vκ1-33, Vκ3-20, Vκ3-15, and λ2-14) and 

CDRH3 amino-acid composition are also believed to contribute to the varied 

binding to different antigens 86. It must be noted that the inferred gl antibodies 

used in these studies contain mature CDR3s.  

Novel strategies, including the use of nanoparticle-based multimeric 

immunogens, glycan-masking of unwanted B cell epitopes, deletion of the N276 

glycan to enable better access to the CD4bs, and surface stabilization of proteins 

to activate precursor B cells, have also been investigated 112,110,88,113. The glycan-

masking of undesired epitopes was first proposed as a means to focus the 

antibody response to the CD4bs, to improve the chances of activating VRC01-

like precursor antibodies while preserving the conformation of the immunogen. 

In the following section, a component of vaccine design that has shown 

promise for improving Tfh-mediated B cell help and the subsequent antibody 

response are reviewed. 

 T helper epitopes to promote antibody responses 

Crucial to the strategy of successive immunization are the formation of 

memory and shaping of B cell lineages during affinity maturation, requiring GC 

reactions. The memory Tfh cells generated in the primary response support 

memory B cells in the recall response 114. Optimal Tfh cell involvement is critical 

to antibody generation and B cell survival 115. Abrogated Tfh cell function 

correlates with impaired GC development and subsequent antibody generation, 

as is seen in HIV infection 58,59. Furthermore, the promotion of Tfh function has 

been associated with robust antibody responses 116–120. Thus, the efficacy of 

vaccines that promote T cell-mediated B cell help is being evaluated in the 

context of infectious diseases such as malaria, dengue, influenza, human 

papilloma virus (HPV), HIV, and cancer immunotherapy 117,121–125. Multiple 

studies have shown that T cell responses can be improved with the use of 
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oligonucleotides or short peptide fragments 125–127. Examples of such elements 

include Toll-like receptor agonists, such as CpG, short interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs), and peptides bearing T cell epitopes 128–131. 

Besides promoting T cell responses, T helper epitope peptides can 

augment interactions between T and B cells. The PanDR helper epitope 

(PADRE) is a 13-amino acid motif (AKFVAAWTLKAAA) that binds to at least 10 

different human HLA-DR molecules, and I-Ab molecules of mice 129,132. PADRE 

has been shown to improve protective antibody responses when fused to a wide 

range of protein antigens, including for HIV, malaria, dengue, pneumonia, and 

Burkholderia 121,124,133,134. 

 Thesis overview 

Several factors have been found to contribute to the inability of vaccines to 

elicit bnAbs. Briefly, some of these are: the inability of immunogens to engage gl 

precursors of bnAbs; the inaccessibility of relevant, conserved epitopes to 

antibodies; the presence of distracting B cell epitopes; and inadequate Tfh cell 

help 66. This thesis explores the importance and possible improvement of Tfh 

cell-mediated B cell help during the priming response to a panel of immunogens 

designed to engage VRC01-class gl antibody precursors.  

Chapter 2 discusses the validation of assays to phenotypically and 

functionally identify Tfh cells and B cells. The glycoproteins keyhole limpet 

haemocyanin (KLH) and influenza haemagglutinin HA1 were used as sentinels 

for priming immunizations in mice, and subsequently tissue was collected and 

used to assay for antigen-specific Tfh cells and GC B cells. These two proteins 

were chosen because immune responses to these immunogens have been well 

characterized. Enzyme-linked immunospot assays were also developed to 

enable enumeration of cytokine (IL-21)-secreting cells and antibody-secreting 

cells. These experiments enabled the optimization of protocols and provided 
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reference points to compare results from priming immunizations with HIV-1 Env 

spike-derived immunogens. 

In Chapter 3, the design of the abovementioned HIV-1 Env spike-derived 

immunogens are presented and discussed, and their ability to engage VRC01-

class precursors, as well as their capacity to elicit Tfh cell and B cell responses 

following priming immunizations in mice are investigated. Specifically, the ability 

of a PADRE-appended immunogen carrying a glycan-masked V3 to elicit Tfh and 

B cell responses following a priming immunization is compared to variants 

without PADRE, those with and without the glycan-masked V3, as well as to the 

positive-control, classical immunogens mentioned above. The results suggest 

that V3 glycan-masking significantly reduced the Tfh cell response, possibly 

affecting B cell responses, such as GC B cell proliferation and antibody 

production, and was not restored by appending a single copy of the PADRE 

motif. Lastly, in Chapter 4, key conclusions from the data presented in Chapters 

2 and 3 are summarized, with suggestions for further investigations to improve 

Tfh cell-mediated B cell help to 45_01dG5-derived candidate priming 

immunogens.  
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Chapter 2. Investigation of T and B cell responses 
to priming immunizations with model immunogens 

Alekhya Josyula Venkata1 and Ralph Pantophlet1,2 

1Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry and 2Faculty of Health Sciences 

 Abstract 

Priming with protein immunogens typically induces Tfh cells, which 

interact with antigen-primed B cells in germinal centres (GCs) and promote 

antibody production. The accurate measurement of Tfh and B cell responses is 

crucial to estimating the immunogenicity of Human Immunodeficiency Virus type- 

1 (HIV-1) envelope (Env) spike-derived candidate priming immunogens. To this 

end, we tested protocols to assess Tfh and B cell phenotype and function 

following priming mice with two unrelated and commonly used glycoproteins, 

keyhole limpet haemocyanin (KLH) and HA1 from H1N1 Influenza viruses. KLH 

was found to elicit superior Tfh and GC B cell frequencies. HA1 elicited modest 

antibody and antibody secreting cell (ASC) responses despite seemingly poor 

Tfh and GC B cell induction at Day 7 post-prime, suggesting that Tfh and GC B 

cell frequencies had appreciated at later time points following HA1 immunization. 

In conclusion, this work enabled the validation of protocols to phenotypically 

identify Tfh and GC B cells, measure antibody titers, and enumerate ASCs in 

addition to providing points of comparison for future immunizations with HIV-1 

Env spike-derived priming immunogens. 

 Introduction 

GCs develop within the follicles of secondary lymphoid organs following 

immunization and are comprised primarily of B cells 10. Dendritic cell-primed Tfh 

cells, a subset of CD4+ T cells specialized for providing B cell help, gain entry to 

the GC compartment by upregulating CXCR5, a receptor for CXCL13 135, and 

provide help to antigen-specific GC B cells 6,9. Tfh cells also co-express 
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programmed death ligand-1 (PD-1), which regulates activation through the PD-

1:PD-1L pathway 136. Commitment to the Tfh lineage is regulated by the 

transcription factor B cell lymphoma 6 (Bcl6) 135,137,138. The GC reaction is 

regulated by T follicular regulatory (Tfr) cells that share common cell surface 

markers with Tfh cells 139. The Tfr cell program is regulated by FoxP3, a 

transcription factor that also serves to distinguish this subset from Tfh cells 140. 

IL-21 secretion is another characteristic feature of Tfh cells 5, which serves as a 

proliferation and differentiation signal for GC B cells 18. Similar to Tfh cells, GC B 

cells are also driven by Bcl6 expression 141. Upon commitment to this B cell 

phenotype, the activation marker GL7 is upregulated. Fas (CD95) is co-

expressed and regulates GC B cell homeostasis 142. The GC reaction peaks 

around Day 7 post-immunization and declines thereafter, as is visible from the 

Tfh and GC B cell frequencies measured at Day 7 and later 10. During the course 

of the GC reaction, GC B cells that have differentiated into ASCs exit the lymph 

node and accumulate in the bone marrow and other sites (e.g., mucosal 

subepithelia) 143. 

Here, I validated Tfh cell and GC B cell staining protocols using two model 

immunogens; KLH, and recombinant HA1 subunit from A/California/04/2009 and 

A/Brevig Mission/1/1918. Additionally, I developed and tested ELISPOT assays 

to detect IL-21-secreting cells and ASCs. A plethora of markers have been 

described for phenotypic identification of Tfh and GC B cells by flow cytometry, 

but only a select few have been deemed necessary and sufficient and as such 

are the focus of this report 144–146. Protein engineering and transfections (section 

2.3.1) were performed by R.P. The flow cytometry, ELISPOT assays and ELISAs 

were performed by A.J.V. with guidance from R.P. 
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 Methods 

2.3.1 Expression of recombinant soluble antibody in mammalian 
cells to mimic antibody-secreting cells 

The HIV gp120 V3-specific antibody, B4e8 147,148
, and the flu HA stem-

specific antibody, CR6261 149, were produced in 293T cells to imitate antibody-

secreting cells. Plasmids encoding the B4e8 heavy and light chains were 

obtained from Lisa Cavacini 150, and codon-optimized CR6261 heavy and light 

chain gene constructs were synthesized by DNA 2.0 from published sequences 

149. DNA encoding the antibody heavy and light chains were subcloned into 

pFUSEss-CHIg-hG1 and pFUSEss-CLIg-hk (Invivogen), respectively. The 293T 

cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s minimal essential medium (DMEM)/F-12 

(Lonza) supplemented with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher). 

For transfection, cells were trypsinized (TrypLE Express; Life Technologies), 

pelleted by centrifugation (0.1 rcf for 5 min at 15º C), re-suspended in DMEM/F-

12 supplemented with 10% FBS, counted, seeded at a density of 2x105 cells/well 

in a 6-well plate (Corning), and then cultured overnight at 37 ºC. The next day, 

plasmid DNA (2-4 µg per well) was mixed with polyethyleneimine “Max” (PEImax; 

Polysciences Inc.; 4-8 µl per well) in DMEM/F-12 without FBS (0.2 ml per well). 

Following a brief incubation, the mixtures were added dropwise to the cells and 

then cultured at 37 ºC. At three days post-transfection, cells were trypsinized 

(TrypLE Express; 1 ml per well), pelleted as described above, and then re-

suspended in RPMI 1640 (Lonza) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and used to 

mimic antibody-secreting cells (ASCs) for the development of an ASC Enzyme-

Linked ImmunoSpot (ELISPOT) assay (see below). 

2.3.2 Immunizations 

Recombinant HA1 surface subunit from H1N1 Influenza viruses 

A/California/04/2009 and A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 (Sino Biologicals Inc.) as well 

as keyhole limpet haemocyanin (KLH; Sigma) were used for immunizations. 

Approximately 6- to 8-week-old female C57BL/6 (n=5/group; Charles River) or 
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BALB/c (n=2-3/group; Jackson Labs) mice were immunized subcutaneously at 

the base of the tail, and tissue and blood recovered at Days 7 and 28 post-

immunization. Each animal received a total of 20 µg HA1 (Sino Biologicals Inc.) 

or KLH (Sigma) formulated in 200 µl endotoxin-free phosphate buffer saline 

(PBS) (Lonza) plus 20 µg QuilA (Brenntag Biosector), distributed into two 

injections of 100 µl each. Formulations were mixed on a shaker for 1 h at room 

temperature (RT) prior to injection and administered on the same day. All 

experiments were approved by the Animal Care Committee at Simon Fraser 

University (protocol 1098HS-13). 

2.3.3 Flow cytometric analysis of Tfh and GC B cells 

Inguinal lymph nodes (iLNs) were recovered from naïve and immunized 

mice (seven days post-immunization). Single-cell suspensions were prepared by 

passing tissue through a 70-µm cell strainer (VWR). Samples were then washed 

and re-suspended in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS; Lonza) 

supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS (Thermo Fisher). The following antibody 

conjugates, specific for the noted cell-surface molecules, were used to identify 

Tfh cells: CD4 (PerCP-Cy5.5; RM4-5), CXCR5 (biotinylated; 2G8) (both from 

BD), CD44 (PE-Cy7; IM7), and PD-1 (APC; J43 or RMP1-30) (both from Thermo 

Fisher). A CD19-specific antibody (APC-Cy7; 1D3; BD) was used to exclude B 

cells for Tfh staining. GC B cells were identified using the same APC-Cy-

conjugated CD19 along with conjugated antibodies specific for: IgD (FITC; 11-

26c), GL7 (PE-Cy7; GL-7), and CD95 (PE; 15A7) (all from Thermo Fisher). The 

aforementioned PerCP-Cy5.5-conjugated CD4-specific antibody was used to 

exclude CD4+ T cells for GC B cell staining. For CXCR5 and GL7 staining, cells 

were incubated first with biotinylated antibody for 30 min, followed by incubation 

with streptavidin-conjugated PE-Cy7 or PE (both from Thermo Fisher) along with 

fluorophore-conjugated antibodies. Intracellular staining for FoxP3 was 

performed using the FoxP3/transcription factor staining buffer set (Thermo 

Fisher) or the fixation/permeabilization solution kit (BD), as per the 

manufacturer’s instructions. All incubation steps for cell surface staining were 
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performed on ice. Reagents for flow cytometry were used at the manufacturer’s 

recommended concentration or pre-titrated to determine the optimal 

concentration for usage. Following staining, data were acquired on a BD 

FACSJazz and analyzed with FlowJo v10 software (Treestar). 

2.3.4 Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSpot (ELISPOT) Assays 

IL-21 

A prospective ELISPOT to detect IL-21-secreting cells was developed 

using 293T cells transfected with a plasmid encoding murine IL-21 (pUNO1-

mIL21) (Invivogen). Transfection of cells and harvesting at three days post-

transfection were performed as described above for recombinant antibodies. To 

assay for IL-21 expression, 96-well multiscreen filter plates (Millipore) were 

coated with unconjugated anti-mouse IL-21 (FFA21; Thermo Fisher) at 5 µg/well 

and incubated overnight at 4 ºC. Plates were then washed eight times with PBS 

containing 0.02% Tween (Bioshop) (PBS-T) and blocked with 5% (w/v) skimmed 

milk (Bioshop) dissolved in PBS for 1 h at RT. Following the blocking step, cell 

suspensions were added in triplicate to the wells starting at 105 cells/well in RPMI 

1640 (Lonza) supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher) and serially diluted. 

Plates were then incubated for 48 h at 37 ºC in a CO2 incubator. After washing as 

before, PE-conjugated anti-mouse IL-21 (mhalX21, Thermo Fisher) diluted in 

PBS-T and supplemented with 5% (w/v) skimmed milk (diluent) was added (0.5 

µg/well) and incubated for 1 h at RT, followed by washing as before and then the 

addition of biotin-conjugated anti-PE antibody (Thermo Fisher) diluted 1:2,000 in 

diluent. After 1 h of incubation at RT, the plates were again washed as before, 

then alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch) diluted 1:2,000 in diluent was added and incubated for 30 min 

at RT. Plates were then washed as before and rinsed (four times) with distilled 

water. Nitro-blue tetrazolium/5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate (NBT/BCIP; 

Sigma) substrate, dissolved in AP buffer (0.1 M NaHCO3, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 9.8), 

was added to plates and spot development was monitored every 15-30 seconds. 
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The reaction was stopped by pipetting off the solution and rinsing with distilled 

water. Washed plates were left to dry in the dark. The number of spots per well 

was calculated as the average of two independent counts performed using a 

dissecting microscope. 

IL-21-secreting cells in iLN from naïve and immunized mice were assayed 

by ELISPOT as described above. Cell suspensions were prepared as described 

above for flow cytometry.  

Antibody-Secreting Cells (ASCs) 

A prospective ELISPOT assay for measuring antigen-specific ASCs was 

developed using 293T cells expressing antibodies B4e8 (gp120 V3 specific) or 

CR6261 (flu HA stem specific). Ninety-six-well multiscreen filter plates (Millipore) 

were coated in duplicate with antigen at 1 µg/well and anti-mouse or human IgG 

Fc-specific capture antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch) at 0.5 µg/well and 

incubated overnight at 4 ºC. Washing and blocking were performed similar to the 

IL-21 ELISPOT. Cell suspensions were added to the wells and serially diluted in 

media starting at 105 cells/well. Plates were incubated for 4 h at 37 ºC in a CO2 

incubator and washed as described above for the IL-21 ELISPOT. Subsequently, 

biotinylated anti-mouse or -human IgG Fc-specific antibody (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch) diluted 1:2,000 in diluent was added to antigen-coated wells, 

and anti-mouse or -human F(ab’)2-specific antibodies (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch) diluted 1:2,000 in diluent was added to capture antibody-

coated wells. The plates were incubated for 1 h at RT, then washed as before 

and incubated for 30 min with AP-conjugated streptavidin diluted 1:2000 in 

diluent. The reaction was stopped by pipetting out the solution and rinsing with 

distilled water. Plates were developed, stored, and spots enumerated as 

described above for the IL-21 ELISPOT.  

ASCs in bone marrow from naïve and immunized animals were measured 

by ELISPOT using the protocol described above. Cell suspensions were 

prepared by first incubating bone marrow samples with red blood cell lysis buffer 
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(155 mM NH4Cl, 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5) for 5 min, followed by centrifugation at 

0.1 xg for 5 min at 15 ºC and then re-suspension in RPMI 1640 (Lonza) 

supplemented with 10% FBS. 

2.3.5 Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) 

Antigen-specific IgG levels in the sera of naïve and immunized mice were 

determined by ELISA as described elsewhere 151. Antigen-specific serum IgM 

was measured in a similar manner using anti-mouse IgM µ chain-specific 

antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch). 

2.3.6 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical significance of T and B cell frequencies, as well as ASCs 

between the different groups of mice was determined by one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test (****p <0.0001, 

*** p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, and *p <0.05), performed using Graphpad Prism 6 

software 152,153. Fitness of data, for performing one-way ANOVA, was assessed 

using JMP v12 software (SAS) in consultation with Ian Bercovitz (Department of 

Statistics, Simon Fraser University). 

 Results 

2.4.1 Optimization of staining protocol enables identification of Tfh 
cells in KLH-immunized mice at seven days post-prime 

Tfh cells drive the formation of GCs, which are essential for B cell 

differentiation and antibody production 5. To validate staining protocols for 

identifying Tfh cells, we first primed BALB/c mice with HA1 derived from H1N1 

Influenza virus A/Brevig Mission/1/1918. Tfh cells were defined as the PD-1+ 

CXCR5+ subset of activated (CD44hi) CD4+ T lymphocytes (Figure 2.1A) 14,16. 

Although we were able to identify a Tfh population, this result could not be 

replicated in C57BL/6 mice (Figure 2.1A). In parallel, we changed the staining 
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strategy in an attempt to exclude regulatory T cells from the Tfh cell population in 

iLN of immunized mice using the marker FoxP3 146. However, this staining 

protocol (CD4+ CD44hi FoxP3+ PD-1+ CXCR5+), which was investigated initially 

in C57BL/6 mice and subsequently in BALB/c mice immunized with 

A/California/04/2009 HA1 subunit, did not allow for the detection of Tfh cells in 

either mouse strain. Because C57BL/6 mice were to be used in future 

immunizations (Chapter 3), we only used this mouse strain in subsequent 

protocol validations.  

Immunizing KLH which has been shown to elicit strong Tfh cell 

responses154, and excluding FoxP3 from the gating scheme also did not enable 

the identification of Tfh cells in C57BL/6 mice (Figure 2.1C). Based on 

suggestions that CXCR5+ cells in a Tfh gating scheme are best detected with a 

substantially brighter fluorophore 120, we revised our Tfh gating scheme to use 

the fluorophore PE for detecting CXCR5+ cells instead of the relatively dimmer 

APC-Cy7. This revision indeed allowed the detection of Tfh cells, albeit only in 

KLH but not HA1-immunized C57BL/6 mice (Figure 2.1C).  

In sum, the KLH immunization showed that Tfh cells can indeed be 

identified using our revised staining scheme in draining iLN at seven days post-

prime. Comparison of the results from the BALB/c and C57BL/6 immunizations 

with the HA1 from A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 suggested that the T helper cell 

epitopes on this immunogen might be predominantly I-Ad restricted, consequently 

eliciting higher Tfh cell frequencies in BALB/c mice relative to C57BL/6 mice. 

Furthermore, there is some evidence indicating that Tfh cell (and B cell) 

responses following immunization with A/California/2009 HA1 may be delayed in 

C57BL/6 mice 128,155, thus further explaining our inability to detect a Tfh cell 

response in these mice seven days after priming with antigen. 
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 Figure 2.1  Optimization of staining protocol enables the identification of Tfh 
cells in KLH-immunized mice.  

A) Shown here is the gating strategy used to identify Tfh cells (CD4+ CD44hi PD-1+ and 

CXCR5+) and representative Tfh cell plots from unimmunized mice and mice immunized 

with the HA1 subunit from A/Brevig Mission/1/1918. Tfh cells could be identified in 

BALB/c mice (n=2), but not C57BL/6 (n=3) mice immunized seven days previously. B) 

Shown here is the strategy used to exclude Treg cells (CD4+ CD44hi FoxP3+ PD-1+ 

and CXCR5+) from the Tfh cell population, and final plots from HA1 

(A/California/04/2009)-immunized BALB/c (n=3) and C57BL/6 (n=3) mice at Day 7 post-

prime. Data from C57BL/6 mice are representative of two independent experiments. C) 

Tfh cell frequencies in KLH-immunized C57BL/6 mice when stained with and without 

fixation at Day 7 post-prime. D) Representative flow cytometry plots and dot plots 

comparing the Tfh cell frequencies in unimmunized mice, and mice immunized  days 

previously with KLH or HA1 (A/California/04/2009). Tfh cells were identified using PE-

conjugated CXCR5. Data are from a single experiment unless indicated otherwise. 

Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test (****p <0.0001, *** p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p <0.05). Only statistically 

significant differences are denoted. 

2.4.2 KLH elicits greater GC B Cell frequencies relative to flu HA1 at 
seven days post-prime. 

The frequency of GC B cells is partially a measure of the help provided by 

Tfh cells to mature follicular B cells that have encountered antigen 22. GC B cells 

can be identified phenotypically by their expression of GL7 and CD95 (Fas) 21. A 

subset of this population expresses IgD, a marker typically associated with naïve 

and IgM+ B cells 141,156. To minimize ambiguity regarding the activation state of 

the B cells, we defined GC B cells as the GL7+ and CD95+ subset of IgD- 
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CD19+ B lymphocytes (Figure 2.2A), which is consistent with other reports 21,141. 

The staining protocol for GC B cells was validated with HA1 

(A/California/04/2009) and KLH, as was done for Tfh cell staining. We found, as 

with the Tfh cell analysis, that KLH elicited a robust GC B cell response, thus 

further supporting the use of KLH for protocol validation in our experimental 

system. In contrast, GC B cells were not detected at the same time point in HA1-

immunized mice (Figure 2.2B). The presence of GC B cells in naïve mice, 

although somewhat peculiar, may be indicative of low-level immune responses to 

environmental stimuli in these mice. The lack of observable GC B cells in HA1-

immunized mice was not entirely unexpected, given that Tfh cells were also 

undetectable in these mice at Day 7 post-prime (Figure 2.1D). 
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Figure 2.2. KLH elicits greater GC B cell frequencies relative to HA1 at Day 7 
post-prime. 

A) Gating strategy used to identify GC B cells (CD19+ IgD- GL7+ CXCR5+) in C57BL/6 

mice immunized seven days previously. B) Representative flow cytometry plots showing 

GC B cell (GL7+ Fas+) frequencies in unimmunized (n=5), and KLH- (n=3) and HA1- 

(n=3) immunized mice. C) Dot plots comparing IgD- GC B cell frequencies in immunized 

and unimmunized mice. Data are representative of a single experiment. Statistical 

significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test (****p <0.0001, *** p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p <0.05). Only significant 

comparisons are shown. 

2.4.3 ELISPOT assay enables enumeration of ASCs 

B cells that differentiate into ASCs enter circulation and eventually reach 

the bone marrow 9. While secreted antibodies can be measured in serum by 

ELISA, ASCs can be enumerated by ELISPOT. Similar to GC B cell proliferation, 

the differentiation of GC B cells into ASCs is not just indicative of B cell function; 

it is also a measure of the Tfh cells’ aid to B cells 145,157–159. We first developed an 

ELISPOT protocol for the detection of ASCs using 293T cells expressing the 

gp120-specific antibody B4e8 and the flu-specific antibody CR6261 together with 

gp120 as antigen. As per the assay design, antigen-specific spot formation was 

observed only with B4e8 (Figure 2.3A).  

Having developed the ELISPOT protocol, we then used it to assay cells 

recovered from the bone marrow of naïve mice and those immunized 28 days 

earlier with HA1 (A/California/04/2009) or KLH. We observed antigen-specific 

ASCs in both HA1- and KLH-immunized mice (Figure 2.3B), although only the 

latter group had significantly higher ASC levels relative to naïve mice. The 

average percentage of KLH-specific ASCs was also higher for KLH-immunized 

mice than for HA1-immunized ones. 
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Figure 2.3. Enumeration of antigen-specific ASCs by ELISPOT.  

A) 293T cells expressing gp120-specific anti-V3 antibody B4e8 and the flu HA-stem 

specific antibody CR6261 were assayed using full-length JR-FL gp120 as antigen. Error 

bars indicate deviation from the mean from a single experiment with two technical 

replicates. B) Bone marrow samples from naïve (n=4), and A/California/04/2009 HA1- 

(n=3) and KLH- (n=5) immunized C57BL/6 mice (28 days post-prime) were assayed in 

ELISPOT with homologous antigen. Error bars indicate deviation from the mean from a 

single experiment with three to five replicates. 

2.4.4 ELISPOT assay enables enumeration of IL-21-secreting cells 

ELISPOT is a commonly used method to assess IL-21 secretion by Tfh 

cells 20. We first developed a protocol to enumerate IL-21-secreting cells using 

293T cells transfected with a plasmid encoding mouse IL-21 (Figure 2.4). We 

unexpectedly observed a higher frequency of spots if 0.5 µg plasmid DNA was 

used for transfection compared to 4 µg; this suggested that the transfection with 

the greater amount of plasmid was incompatible with the cells. We then used this 

protocol to assay cells prepared from iLNs of HA1-immunized mice at Day 7 

post-prime, but were unable to detect any IL-21 secretion (data not shown). This 

outcome was not entirely unexpected, given that Tfh cells were undetectable at 

the same time point by flow cytometry (Figure 2.1D).  

However, in other published protocols, cells are stimulated with antigen 

prior to measuring IL-21 secretion 20,160; such a step was not included in our first 

iteration of the IL-21 ELISPOT protocol. In retrospect, KLH stimulation might 
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have better enabled us to determine the suitability of this protocol for 

enumerating IL-21-secreting cells. We have since modified this protocol to 

include the antigen stimulation step and validation of this revised protocol is 

planned. 

 

Figure 2.4. ELISPOT assay enables the enumeration of IL-21-secreting cells.  

Shown here is the average number of spot-forming cells per 106 plated cells. 293T cells 

transfected with 0.5 µg plasmid encoding mouse IL-21 appeared to have a greater 

number of spot-forming cells than those transfected with 4 µg of the plasmid. Error bars 

indicate deviation from the mean. Data are from a single experiment. 

2.4.5 KLH elicits greater magnitudes of IgM and IgG responses 
relative to HA1 

IgM and IgG are the most common antibody isotypes elicited in response 

to immunization with a T-dependent antigen 10. To measure IgM and IgG 

responses, we assayed serum samples recovered at 7 and 28 days post-prime 

from HA1- and KLH-immunized mice with homologous antigen in ELISA (Figure 

2.5). KLH immunization yielded robust IgM and IgG responses by Day 7. IgM 

levels in KLH-immunized animals diminished by Day 28, whereas IgG levels 

increased as expected. For HA1, we were somewhat surprised to find IgG at Day 

28, given that Tfh and GC B cell frequencies were very low/undetectable at Day 

7 (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). However, as noted earlier, Tfh cell and B cell responses 
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following immunization with A/California/2009 HA1 have been found to be 

delayed in C57BL/6 mice 128,155. Thus, our findings here are consistent with those 

of past reports. Importantly, they verify the use of HA1 as a “sentinel 

immunogen”, for detecting relatively weak T-dependent immune responses and, 

as such, it is at the opposite end of the spectrum relative to Tfh responses 

elicited by KLH. 

 

Figure 2.5 KLH elicits greater magnitudes of IgM and IgG responses relative to 
HA1.  

Sera from HA1- (n=3) and KLH- (n=3-5) immunized mice recovered at Days 7 and 28 

post-prime were assayed in ELISA with homologous antigen. Sera from unimmunized 

mice (n=5) were assayed similarly for comparison. Each data point on a curve is 

representative of the mean optical density (OD) measured at the corresponding serum 

dilution. Error bars indicate deviation from the mean obtained from two independent 

experiments. 
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 Discussion 

Model immunogens are widely used to characterize T and B cell 

responses. In this thesis, we performed priming immunizations with KLH and 

HA1, assessed Tfh and GC B cell frequencies, enumerated ASCs, and 

measured serum antibody in naïve and immunized mice. 

For immunizations, mice received subcutaneous base-of-tail injections of 

antigen adjuvanted in QuilA. Following immunization, the local draining lymph 

nodes, which in this case were the iLN (Harrell et al. 2008), were then recovered 

for Tfh and GC B cell analyses seven days later 8. The early Tfh and B cell 

responses to KLH and HA1 were strikingly different. KLH appeared to be more 

immunogenic and elicited greater frequencies of Tfh and GC B cells than HA1 

(Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Additionally, KLH also elicited IgM and IgG responses at 

Day 7 (Figure 2.5). Although Tfh and GC B cell frequencies in HA1 immunized 

mice were barely above baseline at Day 7, an IgG response was observed at 

Day 28 (Figure 2.5). ASCs were also enumerable in the bone marrow of KLH- 

and HA1-immunized mice at 28 days post-prime (Figure 2.3). 

HA1 was initially used for testing Tfh and GC B cell staining strategies for 

flow cytometry, but soon proved to be insufficient for validating the various 

protocols. HA1 from the A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 virus elicited a Tfh cell 

response in BALB/c mice but not in C57BL/6 mice, whereas the HA1 from 

A/California/04/2009 did not elicit Tfh cells in either strain (Figure 2.1). The 

reason for this was unclear at the time, but further investigation of the response 

to the A/California/04/2009 HA1 informed us that GC induction might have been 

slower in A/California/04/2009-immunized mice, thus producing an IgG response 

at 28 days post-prime, despite poor Tfh and GC B cell induction. Other studies 

have shown that Tfh induction occurred as late as Day 10 post-prime 149,155. Our 

preliminary attempts at identifying Tfh cells in C57BL/6 mice proved fruitless and 

prompted us to investigate the use of KLH, a potent immunogen commonly used 

for characterizing T and B cell responses 21,162. However, initial experiments with 

KLH showed that our staining protocol did not allow the detection of Tfh cells. To 
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address this, we replaced the fluorophore on CXCR5, one of the cell surface 

markers on Tfh cells, with the relatively brighter PE, and were able to identify Tfh 

cells in KLH-immunized C57BL/6 mice (Figure 2.1D). 

In addition to ex vivo assessments, we also validated ELISPOT protocols. 

The assay to detect IL-21-secreting cells was developed using IL-21-secreting 

293T cells. Using this assay, we successfully enumerated IL-21 secretion in vitro, 

but not in samples recovered from HA1-immunized mice. This was not 

unexpected, since Tfh cells could not be identified in these mice at the same time 

point. In retrospect, samples from KLH-immunized mice would have better 

informed the protocol design and development for enumerating IL-21-secreting 

cells ex vivo. The ELISPOT procedure was also modified to detect ASCs. This 

protocol was developed using 293T cells that secrete the gp120-specific antibody 

B4e8 150, and was later tested with bone marrow recovered from HA1- and KLH-

immunized mice at 28 days post-prime (Figure 2.3). The ASC responses to HA1 

and KLH were similar, which was unexpected, given the difference in magnitude 

of IgG responses observed by ELISA at Day 28. In conclusion, the 

immunizations with KLH and HA1 allowed the verification of various protocols 

and also established reference points for the comparison of results from future 

experiments. 
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Chapter 3. A single copy of the PanDR helper 
epitope is insufficient to restore the T follicular 
helper cell response to V3-hyperglycosylated, HIV-
Env spike-derived germline-targeting immunogens 

Alekhya Josyula Venkata1 and Ralph Pantophlet1,2 

1Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry and 2Faculty of Health Sciences 

 Abstract 

Germline (gl)-targeting is a strategy that aims to elicit broadly neutralizing 

antibodies (bnAbs) such as the CD4 binding site (CD4bs)-targeting VRC01-class 

antibodies. This entails activation of naïve, B cells bearing “gl”-precursors to the 

VRC01-class antibodies (gl-VRC01). This strategy has not yet been successful, 

perhaps because gl-targeting is impeded by the presence of distracting B cell 

epitopes, such as those on the V3 region of gp120. To this end, we constructed 

immunogens with a glycan-masked V3 to eliminate unwanted B cell epitopes. To 

compensate for the loss of any T helper epitopes that might have resulted from 

V3 glycan-masking, we appended a pan DR helper epitope (PADRE) to a V3 

glycan-masked antigen. We found that these antigens were bound by gl-reverted 

VRC01, and one of two tested (B046 and B053) precursor antibodies in the 

VRC01 lineage (VRC01lin), justifying further investigation into their use as 

priming immunogens. Immunizations with these gl-targeting immunogens 

revealed that the V3-unmasked variant elicited superior T follicular helper (Tfh) 

cell frequencies relative to the immunogens carrying the glycan-masked V3. 

However, B cell responses were decreased in mice immunized with this V3-

unmasked immunogen relative to the classical immunogen, keyhole limpet 

haemocyanin (KLH); this suggests that the two antigens differ in the quality of the 

Tfh cell-mediated B cell help they elicit. In sum, this work provides further insights 

into factors influencing the elicitation and assessment of Tfh and B cell 

responses to priming with immunogens that target VRC01-class precursor 

antibodies. 
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 Introduction 

Studies exploring broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAb) responses to 

human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) have helped identify hurdles to 

eliciting with greater clarity, and strategies have been proposed to overcome 

such hurdles 112,163. Eventually, it was proposed that immunogens capable of 

recognizing unmutated precursors of bnAbs should be designed and used as 

primes in vaccine studies164. This approach, dubbed gl-targeting, is currently 

being explored to elicit bnAbs of various specificities, including the CD4binding 

site (CD4bs)-targeting VRC01-class 165,166,110,111. 

To this end, we investigated an approach to focus the antibody response 

against the CD4bs. Engineering such immunogens entails trimming off or 

blocking unwanted epitopes to minimize unwanted antibody responses 113. 

However, this can potentially diminish T follicular helper (Tfh) cell support and 

subsequent B cell responses if T helper cell epitopes are removed or destroyed 

in the process. Here, we examined the effect of appending the PanDR helper 

epitope (PADRE) to gl-targeting HIV immunogens on Tfh cell responses. PADRE 

is a 13 amino acid T helper epitope that is known to bind at least 10 HLA-DR 

molecules in humans 167, and I-Ab molecules in mice. PADRE has been 

researched extensively in several bacterial and viral vaccine studies and was 

shown to improve antibody responses 129,168,133,169 possibly by facilitating Tfh cell-

mediated B cell help. Here, we tested a panel of immunogens derived from the 

45_01dG5 strain of HIV, whose gp120 envelope (Env) protein had been shown 

to bind the VRC01gl antibody with µM affinity 170. PADRE was appended to a 

45_01dG5 gp120-derived immunogen, which we suspected elicited insufficient 

Tfh cell help on its own (Figure 3.1). In the following sections I present the 

methods used to assess these immunogens. Protein engineering and 

transfections were performed by R.P. The flow cytometry, ELISPOT assays and 

ELISAs were performed by A.J.V. with guidance from R.P. 
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 Methods 

3.3.1 Construction, expression, and purification of HIV gp120-derived 
45_01dG5 antigens 

The HIV antigens used in this thesis were derived from HIV-1 strain 

45_01dG5, the gp120 of which had been shown to bind gl-reverted VRC01 78. 

Several modifications were introduced into the 45_01dG5 gp120 backbone 

(Figure 3.1) to minimize antibody responses to unwanted epitopes, in anticipation 

of future investigations to probe the ability of these antigens to elicit VRC01-class 

antibodies. First, construct 45_core-V3cho was designed. It contains truncated 

V1/V2 loops, and lacks portions of the N and C termini, analogous to similar 

constructs made by others 171–173; it also carries four additional glycans and two 

alanine substitutions in V3 113. This construct was synthesized by DNA 2.0. The 

V3 modifications were later removed by PCR mutagenesis to generate construct 

45_core. Three copies of the PADRE motif 133,169 were appended by PCR to the 

45_core-V3cho construct, thus yielding 3XPADRE-45_core-V3cho. An S375Y 

mutation was later introduced by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (XL II 

kit; Agilent Technologies) in the 45_core and 45_core-V3cho constructs, as well 

as a 45_core-V3cho construct with one PCR-appended PADRE motif 

(1XPADRE-45_core-V3cho) to generate corresponding variants.  

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic showing the modifications introduced relative to 

full-length gp120.  
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Core denotes truncation of the N and C termini at residues 83 and 492, 

respectively, and portions of the V1V2 loops. V3cho indicates the incorporation of 

four additional glycans onto the V3 loop 113 3X and 1X PADRE signifies that three 

copies or one copy of the PADRE were appended N-terminally to the antigen. 

S375Y is a Ser-to-Tyr mutation introduced at position 375, which is located in the 

Phe43 cavity of the CD4bs 174. The S375Y mutation was expected to stabilize the 

conformational flexibility of gp120 175,176. 

DNA encoding all constructs was (sub)cloned into the expression plasmid 

pCMVtag4A 177 or pcDNA-Zeo+ (Invitrogen/Fisher) and verified by Sanger 

sequencing. CHO-K1 cells were transfected with the resulting plasmids, and 

stable cell lines were established by limiting dilution in antibiotic-selective media 

as described previously 151. Supernatants from limiting dilutions were screened 

by ELISA and the best-growing clones, having the highest protein expression 

levels, were expanded to flasks and subsequently to 0.5- or 1-liter cell-stacks 

(Corning).  

The 45_01dG5-derived constructs were purified by means of their HIS-tag 

using nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) columns (Qiagen) as described 

previously 151, then buffer-exchanged into phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and 

flash-frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80 oC until needed. For subsequent 

purification by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), the Ni-NTA-purified 

proteins were thawed at room temperature (RT), buffer-exchanged into a high-

salt phosphate buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.2), and 

concentrated using a centrifugal filter unit (10K Amicon Ultra), then loaded onto a 

Superdex 200 10/300 GL Increase column (GE), which had been equilibrated 

with the same buffer and calibrated using a high molecular weight gel filtration 

calibration kit (GE). The molecular masses of the SEC-purified 45_01dG5-

derived protein fractions were determined as per the manufacturer’s instructions 

(GE). Protein concentration was determined with a NanoVue spectrophotometer 

(GE). The molar absorption coefficients of the proteins were calculated based on 

their amino acid sequence using the ProtParam tool (ExPASY; 
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http://ca.expasy.org/tools/protparam.html). Samples were aliquoted into 

cryotubes, flash-frozen in liquid N2, and stored at -80 ºC until needed. 

3.3.2 Recombinant antibody expression 

For the expression of cell-surface antibody, 293T cells were transfected 

with plasmids encoding heavy and light chain genes of VRC01gl, VRC01 mature 

(VRC01mat), and the Abs, B046, and B053 178 as described in Chapter 2. 

Plasmids encoding codon-optimized VRC01mat variable heavy (VH) and variable 

light chains (VL) were obtained from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

acquired immuno deficiency syndrome (AIDS) Reagent Program, and those 

encoding for VRC01gl VH and VL were obtained from John Mascola 

(NIH/Vaccine Research Centre). Regions encoding VL domains were subcloned 

into pFUSEss-CLIg-hk (Invivogen). Regions encoding VH domains were 

subcloned into pFUSEss-CHIg-hG1 (Invivogen) for expression of soluble 

antibody (see below), or into pFUSEss-CHIg- hM*03 (Invivogen), in which the 3' 

end of the constant-region gene encoding soluble IgM was replaced with that 

encoding membrane-bound IgM 179, for cell-surface expression. Plasmids 

encoding the VH of B046-D5 (also termed VRC01c-HuGL2) and B053-p3-E8 

(also termed VRC01c-HuGL11) 164 were synthesized by DNA 2.0 and subcloned 

into the modified pFUSEss-CHIg- hM*03 vectors. Plasmids encoding the VL of 

these two antibodies were obtained from William Schief (The Scripps Research 

Institute, La Jolla, CA). 293T cells expressing surface IgM antibody were 

trypsinized and pelleted at three days post-transfection, as described in Section 

3.1, and re-suspended in Hank’s Buffer Staining Solution (HBSS; Lonza) 

supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher) for flow 

cytometry. 

For the expression of soluble antibody, 293F cells were transfected with 

plasmids encoding heavy and light chain genes of VRC01mat and B4e8. Cloning 

of VH and VL genes into expression vectors was performed as described above 

(VRC01mat) or as in Chapter 2 (B4e8). For transfection, 293F cells that had 
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been maintained in 293 Freestyle media (Life Technologies) were pelleted by 

centrifugation (1000 rpm for 5 min at 15º C), re-suspended in 293 Freestyle 

media, counted, and then seeded into one or more 125-ml shaker flasks 

(Corning) at a density of 5x105 cells/ml in 50-ml volumes. Following overnight 

incubation (at 37 ºC, 10% v/v CO2) on an orbital shaker at 120-150 rpm, cells 

were transfected with 25 µg of DNA (12.5 µg plasmid of each light chain and 

heavy chain plasmid) formulated in 2.5 ml 293 Freestyle media containing 50 µl 

of polyethyleneimine “Max” (PEImax; Polysciences Inc.) or 293fectin 

(Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher). Cells were pelleted six days post-transfection by 

centrifugation (3000xg for 30 min at 10º C); the supernatant was collected, 

filtered (0.22-µm filters), and concentrated using 10 or 50 MWCO concentrators 

(Amicon). Antibody was purified using protein-A agarose spin columns 

(Piece/Thermo Fisher) as per the manufacturer’s recommendations (Pierce). The 

concentration of purified antibody was measured using a NanoVue 

spectrophotometer (GE) and stored at 4 ºC until needed. 

3.3.3 Immunizations 

Approximately 6- to 8-week-old female C57BL/6 mice (n=5/group; Charles 

River) were used for immunizations. The immunogen formulations were prepared 

and administered as described in Chapter 2. All experiments were approved by 

the Animal Care Committee at Simon Fraser University (protocol 1098HS-13). 

3.3.4 Flow Cytometry 

Membrane-bound VRC01-class antibodies binding to antigen 

293T cells expressing cell-surface IgM versions of VRC01gl, VRC01mat, 

or the VRC01-class precursor antibodies B046 and B053 were trypsinized and 

pelleted as described for the ELISPOT in Chapter 2, and then re-suspended in 

Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS; Lonza) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS 

(Thermo Fisher) (staining buffer). Samples were then incubated with different 

concentrations of antigen. Bound antigen was detected using an anti-HIS mouse 
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monoclonal antibody (Qiagen) followed by FITC-conjugated anti-mouse Fc-

specific antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch). APC-conjugated anti-human 

F(ab’)2 (Jackson ImmunoResearch) was used to detect cell surface antibody. All 

incubation steps were performed for 30 min on ice. Samples were washed and 

re-suspended in staining buffer between steps. Following staining, data 

acquisition and analysis were performed as described in Chapter 2. 

Analysis of Tfh and B cells following immunization 

Preparation of cell suspensions from inguinal lymph nodes (iLNs) and 

spleens of naïve and immunized mice and GC Tfh and B cell analyses were 

performed as described in Chapter 2. Staining for memory Tfh cells was 

performed using mostly the same panel of antibodies as Tfh. However, APC-

conjugated PD-1 was replaced with CD62L (APC; MEL-14; Thermo Fisher) since 

memory Tfh cells down-regulate PD-1 expression and tend to up-regulate CD62L 

expression 114. The antibody panel used to identify memory B cells was similar to 

that used for GC B cells, but the GC B cell-specific markers GL7 and CD95 were 

replaced with CD38 (PE-Cy7; 281-2; Thermo Fisher), which in the mouse is 

highly expressed on memory B cells but not on GC B cells or plasma cells 180,181, 

and anti-HIS (AF647; Qiagen) or anti-KLH (AF647; BioLegend) for antigen 

detection. To detect antigen-specific memory B cells, splenocytes were 

incubated with homologous immunogen for 30 min on ice and then with AF647-

conjugated anti-HIS antibody (Qiagen), to detect HIV immunogen-specific cells, 

or with AF647-conjugated anti-KLH (BioLegend) antibody, to detect KLH-specific 

cells. Incubation with antigen preceded staining with all fluorophore-conjugated 

antibodies. All reagents were used at manufacturer-recommended 

concentrations or pre-titrated to determine optimal concentrations for usage. 

Following staining, data acquisition and analysis were performed as described in 

Chapter 2. 
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Table 2 Markers used to identify T and B cell subsets. 

Cell type markers 

Tfh cells CD19- CD4+ CD44hi PD-1+ CXCR5+20,21 

GC B cells CD4- CD19+ IgD- GL7+ Fas+21 

Memory Tfh cells CD19- CD4+ CD44hi CXCR5+ CD62L+/-182,183 

Memory B cells CD4- CD19+ IgD- CD38hi Ag+ 

Listed here are the markers used to define Tfh cells, GC B cells, memory Tfh 

cells, and memory B cells by flow cytometry. 

3.3.5 Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assays  

Binding of anti-HIV antibodies to antigen 

Purified 45_01dG5-derived proteins were assessed for binding to 

antibodies VRC01mat, b6, A32, 412D, and B4e8 in ELISA. VRC01mat and B4e8 

were purified from transfected 293F cells as described above. A32 and 412D 

were obtained from James Robinson (Tulane University) and b6 from Dennis 

Burton (The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA). ELISA was performed as 

described previously 151, with a few modifications. Briefly, 96-well ELISA plates 

(Corning) were coated in duplicate with antibody in two-fold serial dilutions 

starting at 250 ng/well. After washing and blocking, antigen was added to plates 

at 50 ng/well. Bound antigen was detected with mouse monoclonal anti-HIS 

antibody (Qiagen) (50 ng/well) in conjunction with alkaline phosphatase-

conjugated anti-mouse IgG Fc-specific antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch), 

diluted 1:1000 in PBS supplemented with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 

0.02% Tween (Bioshop) (PBS-BT), and nitrophenylphosphate substrate (Sigma). 
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Analysis of serum IgM and IgG 

The magnitude of antigen-specific IgM and IgG responses was measured 

as described in Chapter 2. IgG subclasses 1, 2b, 2c, and 3 in the sera of mice 

immunized with HA1, KLH, and 45_core-S375Y were detected in a similar 

manner using subclass-specific alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated secondary 

antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch). Competition ELISA, for assessing the 

inhibition of the anti-V3 antibody B4e8 binding to 45_core-S375Y by the serum 

antibodies from immunized mice, was performed by coating microwells with 

45_core-S375Y (50 ng/well in PBS) overnight at 4º C. Wells were then washed 

and blocked with PBS supplemented with 3% BSA 151, followed by incubation 

with sera from 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice (1:100 in PBS-BT) for 1 h at RT. 

After washing, B4e8 was added and serially diluted in PBS-BT starting at 100 

ng/well. Following a 1-h incubation and washing as before, bound B4e8 was 

detected using AP-conjugated anti-human IgG Fc-specific antibody (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch; diluted 1:1000 in PBS-BT) and nitrophenylphosphate 

substrate. 

3.3.6 Enzyme-Linked Immuno Spot Assays 

The enumeration of IL-21-secreting cells in iLNs and antibody-secreting cells 

(ASCs) in spleens of naïve and immunized mice by ELISPOT was performed as 

described in Chapter 2. 

3.3.7 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical significance of T and B cell frequencies, and ASCs in naïve and 

immunized mice were assessed as described in Chapter 2. 
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 Results 

3.4.1 Purification of 45_01dG5-derived antigens by size exclusion 
chromatography  

All 45_01dG5-derived constructs were expressed in stably transfected 

CHO-K1 cells and initially purified by means of their HIS-tag on a nickel-

nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column. The average molecular masses and relative 

purity of the expected proteins were determined by SDS-PAGE prior to SEC 

purification. Constructs without the S375Y mutation (Figure 3.1) were purified 

twice by SEC (Figures 2.2A and 2.2B). The second round of SEC was meant to 

ensure purity, but resulted in >50% reduction in yield. Furthermore, a single SEC-

purification was equally effective at isolating proteins of desired molecular mass 

(compare Figures 2.2B and 2.2C) with relatively less sample loss. Hence, the 

S375Y mutants made subsequently were purified only once by SEC after Ni-NTA 

purification. The SEC profiles contained somewhat broad elution peaks (~2 ml) 

(Figure 3.2), indicating the presence of protein species of heterogenous 

molecular mass. Following purification, S375Y protein fractions of ~80 

(monomer), ~100 (monomer), and ~160 (dimer/aggregated protein) kDa were 

recovered for further characterization. 
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Figure 3.2 SEC purification of 45_01dG5-derived proteins. 

The X- and Y-axes indicate elution volume and absorbance at 280 nm, respectively. All 

fractions (numbers in red) defined by a distinct peak and with an elution volume <15 ml 

were collected (green dots). A) Shown are representative elution profiles of 45_01dG5-

derived proteins without the S375Y mutation after one round of SEC purification. B) 

Fractions recovered from each construct (from A) were pooled and purified a second 

time by SEC, and the recovered fractions used in subsequent analyses. C) Shown are 

the elution profiles of 45_01dG5-derived proteins with the S375Y mutation. 
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3.4.2 45_01dG5-derived proteins with S375Y substitution are bound 
with high relative affinity by affinity-matured VRC01 but not by V3 and 
co-receptor binding site-specific antibodies when glycans are 
introduced into V3 

Affinity-matured VRC01mat was used to assay the first SEC-purified 

45_01dG5-derived proteins, which lacked the S375Y mutation, in ELISA. We 

found that VRC01mat binding to the construct appended with three copies of the 

PADRE motif (3XPADRE-45_core-V3cho) was diminished relative to the variants 

without PADRE (i.e., 45_core and 45_core-V3cho), to which the antibody bound 

with equal affinity (Figure 3.3A). In contrast, VRC01mat bound equally well to all 

SEC-collected fractions of the 45_01dG5-derived proteins bearing the S375Y 

substitution (Figure 3.3B). The expected average molecular mass, based on 

SDS-PAGE, was ~80 kDa for 45_core-S375Y and ~100 kDa for both 45_core-

V3cho-S375Y and 1XPADRE-45_core-V3cho-S375Y. The average mass of the 

heaviest protein species collected for 45_core-S375Y (~160 kDa; fraction #27 in 

Figure 3.2C) corresponds to a protein dimer, perhaps resulting from aggregation. 

For the V3cho-S375Y variants, the collected species of ~80 kDa (fraction #30 in 

Figure 3.2C) might constitute aberrant expression of under-glycosylated forms of 

these proteins, which can occur when nutrients are depleted in batch cultures 

such as those used here 184. To minimize the possible presentation of neo-

epitopes, only fractions containing protein species of expected molecular mass 

(~80 kDa for 45_core-S375Y and ~100 kDa for both 45_core-V3cho-S375Y and 

1XPADRE-45_core-V3cho-S375Y) were used for further analyses and 

immunizations. 

To assess the relative accessibility of CD4bs and non-CD4bs epitopes on the 

S375Y constructs to antibody, we assayed them against a panel of non-CD4bs 

(A32, 412D, B4e8) and CD4bs (b6, VRC01mat) antibodies in ELISA (Figure 

3.3C). The analysis revealed that the binding of 412D (co-receptor binding site; 

CoRbs) and B4e8 (V3 loop) to 45_core-S375Y was low and absent, respectively. 

Antibody A32, predictably, did not bind any of the S375Y mutants since it binds 

to a discontinuous epitope involving the C1 and C2 regions of gp120 185–187 that 
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are largely removed in all three constructs. Together, these results indicate that 

the CD4bs presentation is not obstructed in any of the antigens, and that the 

glycan-masking of V3 has the intended effect of blocking binding to at least a few 

non-CD4bs antibodies with epitopes in proximity to the CD4bs. Thus, these 

S375Y immunogens are unlikely to elicit Abs against (i) the V3 loop, (ii) the 

coRbs, or (iii) the N or C terminal regions of gp120. This reduces the surface 

available for the antibody response, making it more likely that targeting of the 

CD4bs occurs. 
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Figure 3.3  Binding assessment of anti-HIV-1 antibodies to 45_01dG5-derived 
proteins by ELISA.  

Data are from a single experiment unless indicated otherwise. A) Affinity-matured 

VRC01 (VRC01mat) was assayed for binding to the 45_01dG5-derived proteins without 

the S375Y substitution. B) The binding of VRC01mat to collected fractions of SEC-

purified S375Y mutants, as assayed by ELISA. Data are derived from two independent 

experiments. C) Antibodies A32, 412D, B4e8, and b6 along with VRC01mat were 

assayed for binding to chosen fractions of SEC-purified 45_core-S375Y (average 

calculated mass 81 kDa), 45_core-V3cho-S375Y (average calculated mass 100 kDa), 

and 1XPADRE-45_core-V3cho-S375Y (average calculated mass 102 kDa).  

3.4.3 VRC01 germline-reverted and VRC01-class precursor 
antibodies bind 45_01dG5 antigens with S375Y substitution 

To examine the ability of the 45_01dG5-derived proteins to engage cell 

surface-expressed antibody, as would need to occur in vivo, we assayed the 

antigens by flow cytometry for binding to 293T cells expressing VRC01-class 

antibodies on their surface. The constructs without S375Y were not bound by 

VRC01gl when assayed at 200 nM (Figure 3.4A), since there was no increase in 

fluorescence by VRC01gl. Because of indications that VRC01gl binds 45_01dG5 

gp120 with micromolar affinity 78, binding assays at higher concentrations were 

desirable but could not be accomplished due to limited antigen amounts. 

However, we were able to assess the subsequently generated S375Y mutants 

for binding at 1 µM. Binding assays were done with VRC01gl (inferred VRC01 

germline antibody) and VRC01-precursor antibodies B046 and B053 (isolated 
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from healthy individuals using a gl-targeting antigen probe) 164. S375Y constructs 

were bound moderately well by mAbs VRC01gl and B046, but not by the B053 

antibody (Figure 2.4B). The precursor antibodies B046 and B053 derive from the 

same VH gene (VH1-2*02), but differ in VL gene usage 164, which could be one 

reason for the different binding outcomes 82. Although these results indicate that 

VRC01gl and B046 bound reasonably well to the S375Y mutants, determination 

of the exact affinities, for example with bio-layer interferometry (BLI) or surface 

plasmon resonance (BIAcore), was not pursued further here. 
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Figure 3.4 VRC01-class antibodies bind 45_01dG5-derived protein constructs 
by flow cytometry.  

A) Protein constructs without the S375Y mutation were assayed at 200 nM for binding to 

VRC01gl. B) S375Y-containing mutants were assayed at 1 µM for binding to VRC01gl 

and precursor antibodies B046 and B053. C) Constructs with or without the S375Y 

mutation were assessed at 200 nM for binding to VRC01mat. A shift in fluorescence 

intensity ≥ half a log decade was considered positive. Plots are representative of at least 

three independent experiments. 

3.4.4 45_01dG5-derived antigen 45_core-S375Y with unmasked V3 
elicits greater frequencies of Tfh cells than variants with masked V3 

The in vitro binding assessments revealed that S375Y proteins had the 

desired antigenicity for potential use as priming immunogens for the elicitation of 

VRC01-class antibodies. To explore their immunogenic potential, we investigated 

their capacity to elicit T and B cell responses in vivo. To this end, we immunized 

C57BL/6 mice (n=5/group) with candidate immunogens and compared the results 

with the outcomes from immunizations with KLH and HA1, which we established 

as sentinel immunogens (Chapter 2). First, we examined the Tfh cell response at 

seven days post-prime, which is an important component of the GC reaction and 
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is known to promote GC B cell proliferation, differentiation, and antibody 

production 6,10,14. As with KLH and HA1, we used flow cytometry to assess Tfh 

cell frequencies in samples prepared from the iLNs of immunized mice. We found 

that 45_core-S375Y elicited Tfh cell levels similar to KLH, and higher than the 

two V3cho-S375Y variants. The frequency of CD4+ CD44hi cells was similar in 

all S375Y-immunized mice, indicating that similar proportions of CD4+ T cells 

had become activated in response to immunization with all S375Y variants, but 

this stimulation was apparently insufficient to induce Tfh cell responses in 

animals immunized with the two V3cho-S375Y variants compared to those 

immunized with 45_core-S375Y.  

In addition to Tfh phenotype, we also sought to assess IL-21 secretion, but 

were unable to detect IL-21-secreting cells even in 45_core-S375Y-immunized 

mice, implying that our assay might not be suited for ex vivo analyses. As 

explained in Chapter 2, it is commonplace in other protocols for T cells to be 

incubated with antigen in vitro to help stimulate IL-21 secretion; this step was not 

included in our experimental setup and possibly explains our inability to detect IL-

21. 
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Figure 3.5 Immunization with 45_core-S375Y elicits Tfh cell frequencies 
comparable to KLH.  

Tfh cells were analyzed in iLN samples recovered from unimmunized and immunized 

C57BL/6 mice at Day 7 post-prime. A) Tfh cells (PD-1+ CXCR5+) were gated on CD19- 

CD4+ CD44hi T lymphocytes (unimmunized mouse). B) Representative flow cytometry 

plots showing Tfh cell frequencies (numbers in bold) in unimmunized and immunized 

mice. C) Dot plots comparing the frequencies of Tfh and CD44hi cells. Data are 

representative of a single experiment. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way 

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test (****p <0.0001, *** p < 0.001, **p 

< 0.01, *p <0.05). Only significant comparisons are shown. 

3.4.5 V3 masking in 45_01dG5-derived antigens results in diminished 
GC B cell frequencies  

In addition to Tfh responses, GC B cell frequencies in iLN were assessed 

at Day 7 following the priming injection. GC B cells were identified as the GL7+ 

Fas (CD95)+ subset of antigen-experienced (CD19+ IgD-) B lymphocytes (Figure 

3.6A). Although a subset of cells within the GL7+ Fas+ compartment express 

IgD, they are believed to be a transitional cell type 141,156, and were thus excluded 

from our gating scheme. These analyses showed that, as with the Tfh cells, GC 

B cell frequencies were reduced in response to the V3cho- and 1xPADRE-

V3cho-S375Y constructs relative to 45_core-S375Y. Despite eliciting similar Tfh 

cell frequencies, 45_core-S375Y elicited significantly lower GC B cell frequencies 

than KLH (Figures 3.6B and 3.6C). These data suggest that Tfh cell-mediated B 

cell help, which promotes GC B cell proliferation 14,188, may have been lower in 

45_core-S375Y-immunized mice relative to those primed with KLH. 
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Figure 3.6. 45_core-S375Y elicits greater GC B cell frequencies than the V3cho 
variants.  

Analysis was performed using iLN samples recovered from immunized (seven days 

previously) and unimmunized C57BL/6 mice. A) GC B cells (GL7+ Fas+) were gated on 

CD4- CD19+ IgD- B lymphocytes (unimmunized mouse). B) Representative flow 

cytometry plots showing GC B cell frequencies (numbers in bold) in immunized and 

unimmunized mice. C) Dot plots comparing the frequencies of GC B and IgD- cells in the 

different groups of mice. Data are representative of a single experiment. Statistical 

significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test (****p <0.0001, *** p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p <0.05). Only significant 

comparisons are shown. 
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3.4.6 Priming does not yield memory Tfh cells in the spleen at Day 28 

To examine if the priming immunizations produced memory Tfh cells in 

our studies, we analyzed samples prepared from the spleens of mice immunized 

28 days previously. Central memory (CM) Tfh cells were defined as CD62Lhi 

CXCR5+ and effector memory (EM) Tfh cells as CD62Llo/- CXCR5+ subsets of 

activated (CD44hi) CD4+ T lymphocytes 182,189. We found both subsets of 

memory Tfh cells to be below detectable levels in the spleens of all animals 

(Figure 3.7). This was unexpected, given that previous studies have shown that 

Tfh cells isolated at the peak of the GC response, i.e., at approximately one week 

post-prime, and transferred to naïve mice, acquire a CM phenotype within two 

weeks and can be identified in both the spleen and lymph nodes 114,182. Although 

this adoptive transfer model is different from in-host study, it still informed on the 

migration and development on memory Tfh cells. However, there is also 

evidence to suggest that memory Tfh cells persist at greater frequencies in local 

draining lymph nodes relative to other lymphoid sites for several weeks following 

a priming immunization 183,190,191. Further investigation with KLH revealed that 

CM Tfh cells were indeed measurable in the iLN, but at Day 29 post-prime 

(Figure B4). 
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Figure 3.7. Memory Tfh cells are undetectable in the spleens of immunized mice 
at Day 28 post-prime.  

Analysis was performed with spleens recovered from unimmunized and immunized 

C47BL/6 mice (Day 28 post-prime). A) Memory Tfh cells were gated on CD19- CD4+ 

CD44hi T lymphocytes (unimmunized mouse). Also shown are representative flow 

cytometry plots of CM and EM Tfh cells in immunized and unimmunized mice. B) Dot 

plots comparing the frequencies of memory Tfh cells as a percentage of CD4+ T cells. 

Data are representative of a single experiment. Statistical significance was assessed by 

one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. Comparisons were not 

significantly different. 

3.4.7 Low levels of antigen-specific memory B cells and ASCs in 
spleen and bone marrow following priming with 45_01dG5-derived 
antigens  

We also examined the frequencies of antigen-specific memory B cells and 

ASCs in the spleen and bone marrow, respectively. Memory B cells were defined 

as IgD-CD38hi antigen+ B cells (Figure 3.8A) 192–194, whereas antigen-specific 

ASCs were enumerated by ELISPOT using the protocol developed in Chapter 2. 

Strikingly and in contrast to immunization with KLH, we were unable to detect 

any antigen-specific memory B cells or ASCs in mice immunized with 45_core-

S375Y (Figures 3.8B and C), further supporting the hypothesis that Tfh-mediated 

B cell help, which promotes GC B cell differentiation into memory B cells and 

ASCs 14, was qualitatively lower in mice immunized with this antigen. However, 

this assay was not validated for the detection of memory B cells with the 

relatively weak immunogen, HA1; thus, the assay itself may have lacked the 

sensitivity to detect memory B cells from 45-core-immunized mice. 
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Intraperitoneal immunization has been shown previously to elicit memory B cells 

in the spleen, but studies exploring other routes of antigen administration have 

suggested that memory B cells preferentially localize to draining lymph nodes 

and are detectable in the spleen only upon recall 193,195. Contrary to those 

findings, Blink and colleagues reported that a recirculating pool of B cells with a 

memory phenotype can be identified as early as 14 days post-prime 192. Taken 

together, these findings suggest that only KLH yielded splenic memory B cells by 

28 days post-prime; whether 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice produced memory 

B cells that might have remained in the iLN requires further investigation.  

The absence of antigen-specific ASCs in the bone marrow of 45_core-

S375Y-immunized mice was particularly striking considering that a serum IgG 

response was observed at the same time point (Figure 3.9), and given that the 

presence of class-switched antibody in the serum following immunization is often 

considered indicative of ASC generation 143,196,197. Our findings indicate that 

perhaps the kinetics of ASC generation and migration were different in 45_core-

S375Y-immunized mice relative to KLH- and HA1-immunized mice. Examination 

of other tissues, such as the draining iLN (site of origin) or blood (route of 

migration) 192,198,199 in addition to the bone marrow, at Day 28 post-prime, might 

enable resolution of the ASC response to 45_core-S375Y.  
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Figure 3.8. Memory B cells and ASCs are undetectable at Day 28 after priming 
with S375Y mutants.  

Analyses were performed with splenocytes. A) Shown is the gating strategy used to 

identify antigen-specific memory B cells (unimmunized mice) and representative flow 

plots showing memory B cell frequencies (CD19+ CD4- IgD- CD38hi Antigen+) in 

unimmunized and immunized mice. B) Dot plots comparing memory B cell frequencies in 

immunized (n=5/group) and unimmunized (n=3) mice. C) Comparison of the percentage 

of antigen-specific ASCs in naïve and immunized mice. Data are from a single 

experiment. Statistical differences determined by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s 
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multiple comparisons test (****p <0.0001, *** p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p <0.05). Only 

significant comparisons are shown. 

3.4.8 Antibody responses to the 45_core-S375Y antigen with an 
unmasked V3 are lower in overall magnitude and IgG1-skewed 
relative to KLH responses, but not V3 dominant 

To examine the antibody responses to the immunogens, we assayed 

serum samples recovered from immunized animals at 7 and 28 days post-prime, 

which allowed us to measure the antibody responses during the peak and after 

the decline of the GC response, respectively. These time points also signify the 

beginning of antibody production and the accumulation of affinity-matured 

antibody in the serum 10,200. The magnitude of IgM and IgG titers in naïve and 

immunized mice was determined by assaying serum samples in ELISA (Figure 

2.9A). IgG was observed at both time points in 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice, 

and the magnitude of the response increased by Day 28. As expected, the 

(modest) IgM response observed at Day 7 had diminished by Day 28. The two 

V3cho-S375Y variants elicited very low antibody responses. 

Despite eliciting similar frequencies of Tfh cells, the magnitude of the 

antibody responses to KLH were greater than those of 45_core-S375Y. The 

difference in antibody response levels and B cell frequencies (Figures 3.6, 3.8, 

and 3.9) led us to hypothesize that there was a difference in the quality of Tfh cell 

help between the animal groups. Tfh cells are a heterogenous population and 

can have cytokine profiles similar to other T helper subsets such as Th1, Th2, or 

Th17, which promote class-switching to different IgG subclasses 5,201–203. As a 

proxy for potential differences in Tfh help, we assessed the levels of IgG 

subclasses in the sera of immunized mice. All the antigens were adjuvanted in 

QuilA, which is known to promote class-switching to IgG1 and IgG2 204. Little is 

known about the influence of QuilA on IgG3 responses, but studies with QS-21, 

the main adjuvanting fraction of QuilA 205,206, indicate that class-switching to IgG3 

also occurs, albeit at lower levels than IgG1 or IgG2 207–209. We found that 

45_core-S375Y and HA1 elicited IgG1 (Th2/Th17) and IgG2 (Th1/Th17) 
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antibodies, but no IgG3 (Th17), with 45_core-S375Y eliciting greater IgG1 

responses but lower IgG2b responses than HA1. KLH also yielded antibodies 

from these two subclasses, albeit more robustly for IgG2b, as well as from IgG3. 

These results further hint at underlying differences in the qualitative nature of the 

Tfh cell responses induced by each of these immunogens 202,203. 

Because antibody responses in animals immunized with the two V3cho-

S375Y variants were meager, we asked whether much of the response to 

45_core-S375Y, in which the V3 region is not masked by glycans, was directed 

to epitopes on or near V3. V3-dominant antibody responses have been observed 

by others when immunizing with recombinant gp120 or other derivatives of the 

HIV Env spike 21,210–213. To probe this possibility, we assayed the binding of the 

anti-V3 antibody B4e8 to variant 45_core-S375Y in the presence or absence of 

sera from 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice. We found that sera from two of the 

five animals inhibited B4e8 binding by ~50% relative to the no serum control, 

indicating that while immunizing with 45_core-S375Y yielded a proportion of anti-

V3 responses in several animals, antibody responses to epitopes other than V3 

were also elicited in the animals. We conclude from these results that the low 

antibody responses observed upon immunization with the two V3cho-S375Y 

variants likely resulted from diminished Tfh help rather than an obscuring of 

accessible B cell epitopes in V3 due to glycan-masking. 
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Figure 3.9. The 45_core-S375Y antigen with the unmasked V3 elicits an 
antibody response to epitopes other than the V3 and is lower in 
magnitude and different in IgG subclass than KLH.  

A) Serum samples were recovered from C57BL/6 mice that were unimmunized (n=5) or 

immunized with KLH (n=5), HA1 (n=3), or S375Y mutants (n=5/group) at Days 7 and 28 

post-prime, and were assayed with homologous antigen in ELISA. B) IgG subclasses 

were assessed in unimmunized mice, and in mice immunized with HA1 (n=3), KLH 

(n=5), and 45_core-S375Y (n=5) using sera recovered at Days 7 and 28 post-prime. 

Each point on a curve is representative of the mean optical density measured at the 

corresponding serum dilution. C) B4e8 binding to 45_core-S375Y was assessed by 

assaying sera (at 1:100 dilution) from 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice (n=5) with 

homologous antigen followed by incubation with B4e8. Each symbol represents data 

from a different animal. All data are derived from two independent experiments. 

 Discussion 

This chapter assessed the antigenicity and immunogenicity of VRC01gl-

targeting antigens tailored to focus the antibody response to the CD4bs. The 

core structure that is common to all the antigens we tested was meant to 

eliminate immunodominant epitopes of the V1V2 loops and portions of the N and 

C termini (Figure 3.1). Additionally, a subset of the antigens was modified to have 

additional glycans on the V3 to obscure unwanted B cell epitopes. To 

compensate for the loss of T helper epitopes from V3 glycan-masking, we 

appended a PADRE motif to a subset of V3 glycan-covered constructs. The 

resulting data showed that introducing a S375Y mutation improved binding by 

mature and gl forms of VRC01 antibodies. The S375Y mutants were also bound 

by one of two tested VRC01 precursor antibodies. Priming immunizations with 
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these gl-targeting immunogens revealed that the V3 glycan-masked variants 

(45_core-V3cho-S375Y and 1XPADRE-45_core-V3cho-S375Y) elicited reduced 

Tfh cell and B cell responses relative to the V3 unmasked variant (45_core-

S375Y), which elicited Tfh cell frequencies comparable to the sentinel 

immunogen KLH. 

Table 3 Responses elicited by immunogens. 

Response measured Immunogen 

Tfh cell frequency KLH, 45_core-S375Y 

GC B cell frequency KLH, 45_core-S375Y 

Memory Tfh cell frequency None 

Memory B cell frequency KLH 

ASCs in bone marrow KLH, HA1 

Serum IgG  KLH, HA1, 45_core-S375Y 

Following priming with the various immunogens, the frequencies of Tfh cells, GC 

B cells, memory B cells, and memory Tfh cells, as well as the magnitude of the serum 

IgG response were measured. Tfh and GC B cell frequencies were observed only in 

45_core-S375Y and KLH-immunized mice, and only KLH elicited memory B cells. HA1 

did not elicit Tfh and GC B cells at the measured time point, but produced ASC and 

serum antibody responses.  

The HIV-1 antigens used in this thesis were derivatives of the strain 

45_01dG5 (Figure 3.1) and were characterized in vitro for binding to VRC01-

class antibodies. The findings from these binding analyses are in line with 

previous studies suggesting that the substitution of the Ser at position 375 with a 

larger hydrophobic residue induces a gp120 conformation close to the CD4-

bound state, which is believed to be more stable due to the formation of a 

bridging sheet between the inner and outer domains 176,214. This conformational 

stability could have contributed to the binding by gl-reverted and VRC01-class 

precursor antibodies observed with all the S375Y mutants. However, only one 

(B046) of the two tested (B046 and B053) VRC01-precursor antibodies was able 

to bind these constructs. B046 and B053 were isolated from healthy individuals 

using the the gl-targeting antigen eOD-GT8, and are believed to be true VRC01-

class precursor antibodies 178. B046 and B053 derive from the same VH gene 
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(VH1-2*02), but use different -chain V genes, VK4-1*01 and VK3-15*01, 

respectively; this disparity could have contributed to the differences in binding to 

S375Y mutants. Antigen binding by precursor antibodies was studied using a 

flow cytometric assay that was somewhat representative of antigen interactions 

with naïve B cells receptors (BcR) in vivo, and required smaller amounts of 

reagent compared to more traditional methods, but it offered a limited amount of 

information. Perhaps more conventional methods for determining affinity, such as 

surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and or isothermal calorimetry (ITC), would 

allow measurement of binding parameters. 

Having established binding by gl antibodies, we immunized groups of 

C57BL/6 mice with the S375Y mutants to further assess their suitability as 

priming immunogens. As mentioned above, it was evident from the 

immunizations that introducing additional glycans on the V3 loop dampened the 

Tfh cell response. The V3 loop was previously described as a hot spot for T 

helper epitopes 215, which might have been lost when the V3cho modification was 

introduced, possibly affecting the Tfh cell frequencies. It was also evident from 

this analysis that appending a single copy of PADRE did not rescue the Tfh 

response (Figure 3.4). Evidence from the literature suggests that appending a 

single or multiple copies of PADRE improves the antibody response, possibly by 

increasing Tfh-mediated B cell help 118,168,133. However, in the case of the V3-

masked immunogens, appending a single PADRE motif might have been 

insufficient to restore the Tfh cell frequencies. Reduced Tfh cell help could have, 

in turn, diminished B cell responses such as GC B cell proliferation and antibody 

production. 

Interestingly, the V3-unmasked S375Y (45_core-S375Y) construct elicited 

a Tfh cell frequency comparable to that elicited by KLH (Figure 3.5), but the GC 

B cell frequency (Figure 3.6) was relatively lower than that in KLH-immunized 

mice. Not only was GC B cell proliferation lower, but other B cell functions such 

as antibody production, and ASC and memory B cell development also appear to 

have been reduced in 45_core-375Y-immunized mice relative to KLH-immunized 

mice (Figure 3.8). This suggests that, despite eliciting similar Tfh cell 
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frequencies, T cell help could stand to be improved. Glimpses at underlying 

differences in Tfh cell help to B cells were also provided by the analysis of sera 

from KLH- and 45_core-375Y-immunized mice by ELISA (Figure 3.9C). A 

majority of the antibody response was directed away from the V3 region. The 

sera from two of five 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice inhibited binding by the V3 

monoclonal antibody B4e8 by ~50% indicating that the binding of the serum 

antibodies might be weak. This can be assessed further by assaying the sera 

and B4e8 with V3 peptide. 

Despite evidently robust GC responses, KLH surprisingly did not elicit 

memory Tfh (Figure 3.7) cells in the spleen. Literature evidence suggested that 

the persistence of memory Tfh cells in the local draining lymph nodes is a strong 

possibility 114 and should be probed further. However, the presence of memory 

Tfh cells at the site of origin several weeks post-prime was associated with 

antigen-depots, suggesting that this localization may not take place without 

prolonged antigen presentation, as occurs with antigen-depot formation 216. 

Conflicting evidence from adoptive transfer experiments suggests that true 

memory Tfh cells start to appear after the Tfh cell population has contracted, 

which is well after available antigen has been depleted 182. Our investigations 

revealed that CM Tfh cells persisted in iLN following priming and could be 

measured at Day 29 post-prime (Figure B4) but not Day 28. EM Tfh cells, 

however, were not measurable at Day 29 (Figure B4), possibly suggesting that 

they might have migrated from the tissue of origin. 

Overall, the work presented in this chapter highlights the influence of the 

V3 loop on the immunogenicity of the gl-targeting antigens tested here, as well 

as the necessity to further explore strategies to improve the Tfh cell response to 

antigens with glycan-covered V3 loops. 
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Chapter 4. Conclusions and future directions 

The activation of germline (gl) precursors of broadly neutralizing 

antibodies (bnAbs) has been identified as one of the hurdles to eliciting bnAbs to 

HIV-1 66,217. The design of immunogens that can activate gl antibodies, dubbed 

gl-targeting, is currently being explored as part of vaccine strategies aiming to 

elicit bnAbs, such as those of the CD4-binding site (CD4bs)-specific VRC01 

class. The gl-targeting antigens explored in this study derive from the gp120 Env 

spike subunit of the 45_01dG5 strain of HIV-1, which was reported to bind 

VRC01gl 78. Here, we investigated an approach to improve Tfh-mediated B cell 

help in the context of gl-targeting antigens. 

A subset of the immunogens tested here contained a glycan-masked V3 

loop to reduce its inherent immunogenicity 218,219. However, the V3 harbours 

several T helper epitopes 215 which may have been disrupted by the introduction 

of additional glycans. We hypothesized that this reduced Tfh cell and B cell 

responses to the immunogen. To remedy this, we appended a PanDR helper 

epitope (PADRE) to an antigen with a glycosylated V3. Variants without the 

PADRE, and those with neither the PADRE nor the glycan-covered V3 were 

included as comparators (Figure 3.1). We assessed their capacity to engage not 

only B cells bearing the VRC01gl antibody, but also B cells bearing the VRC01-

class precursor antibodies B046 and B053, which were isolated using the gl-

targeting immunogen eOD-GT8 164. The constructs used for immunizations were 

engineered to contain a Ser-to-Tyr mutation at position 375 in an attempt to 

facilitate binding by VRC01-class gl antibodies. We found that these S375Y 

antigens were bound by VRC01gl, and showed a preference for binding by B046 

over B053 (Figure 3.4). These findings are supported by experimental evidence 

from another gl-targeting antigen, 426c core (reviewed in Section 1.4), 

suggesting that such disparities in binding can be expected when assaying 

antigens with VRC01-class precursor antibodies 111.  
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The immunizations of C57BL/6 mice with the S375Y mutants revealed that 

the V3-unmasked construct, 45_core-S375Y, elicited Tfh cell frequencies similar 

to the sentinel T cell immunogen, KLH; in contrast, the Tfh cell responses to the 

V3 glycan-masked variants, 45_core-V3cho-S375Y and 1XPADRE-45_core-

V3cho-S375Y, were substantially reduced (Figure 3.5), possibly leading to the 

diminished B cell responses observed for these V3 glycan-masked immunogens. 

The antibody response to 45_core-S375Y was not limited to the V3 loop (Figure 

3.9), thus suggesting that B cells were able to access epitopes other than the V3 

loop, and that the overall diminished responses to these immunogens probably 

resulted from the disruption of T helper cell epitopes on the V3. We also found 

that, despite eliciting similar Tfh cell frequencies, KLH and 45_core-S375Y did 

not elicit comparable B cell responses. The overall magnitude of the B cell 

response was relatively lower in 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice (Figures 3.6, 

3.8, and 3.9), suggesting that the quality of the Tfh cell response might have 

differed between the two proteins. A measurement of IgG subclasses in the sera 

of KLH- vs. 45_core-S375Y-immunized mice revealed that KLH elicits Tfh cells 

with cytokine profiles similar to Th1, Th2, and Th17, whereas 45_core-S375Y 

appears to favor Th1 and Th2 over Th17 (Figure 3.9). However, the influence of 

these Tfh cell subsets on the overall magnitude of the B cell response requires 

further investigation.  

In sum, the data presented in this thesis indicates that 45_01dG5-derived 

gl-targeting immunogens require greater Tfh cell help, especially if the V3 loop is 

masked. Appending a single copy of the PADRE motif did not restore the Tfh 

response affected by glycan-masking of the V3, indicating that a greater number 

or valency of PADRE motifs, or perhaps a different promiscuous T helper cell 

epitope, might need to be explored. Early binding experiments had revealed that 

antigens (without the S375Y mutation) when appended with multiple copies of 

PADRE did not bind CD4bs-directed antibodies as well as the variants without 

PADRE. However, given the evidence from the literature supporting the abilities 

of PADRE to enhance Tfh-mediated B cell help (reviewed in Section 1.5), it might 
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be worthwhile to investigate the immunogenicity of the V3 glycan-masked S375Y 

construct appended with more copies of the PADRE motif. The adjuvant used in 

this study, QuilA, was selected based on previous data showing that it supports 

CD4bs-directed responses 151. Perhaps substituting QuilA with an adjuvant that 

is known to strongly promote Tfh cell induction 128, e.g. MF59, might also improve 

the immunogenicity of the 45_01dG5 constructs. Additionally, booster injections 

with second-step designer antigens might provide further insight into the memory 

response generated during priming. 

Table 4 Summary of conclusions. 

Response measured Conclusion 

Tfh cell frequency Dampened by V3 glycan-masking. 

GC B cell frequency Relatively lower in 45_core-S375Y-
immunized mice relative to the KLH 
group. 

Memory B cell frequency Undetectable in 45_core-S375Y-
immunized mice at Day 28. Day 29 
post-prime might be more suitable for 
measurement. 

Memory Tfh cells Assessing iLN at Day 29 post-prime 
might enable measurement of CM Tfh 
cells. 

IgG subclass Varied preference for IgG subclass in 
KLH and 45_core-S375Y-immunized 
mice, possibly indicating difference in 
the Tfh sub-populations elicited in 
each case. 

Specificity of the Ab response Elicited weak V3-directed antibodies 
in a minority of animals. 

 

Although the main purpose of this undertaking was to assess the influence 

of the PADRE motif on early immune responses in the context of gl-targeting 

immunogens, we significant caveat is the priming with VRC01-class targeting 

immunogens in a wild-type mouse model (C57BL/6) with an antibody repertoire 

that is incapable of generating VRC01-like antibodies 220. Although these mice 
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did enable assessment of the immunogenicity of the immunogens, the use of 

human antibody transgenic mice might better inform the ability of these 

immunogens to prime VRC01 antibodies in vivo. However, while the use of such 

transgenic mice might seem a viable alternative, recent studies with mice 

expressing 3BNC60gl found that these antibodies were autoreactive 82. 

In conclusion, this work highlights the features of the early immune 

response, such as Tfh cell-mediated B cell help, that might be critical to the 

downstream development of VRC01-class bnAbs, and provides impetus for 

further investigation into the improvement of the Tfh cell response and 

subsequent B cell responses. 
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Figure A1  Gating controls for flow cytometric analysis of Tfh and GC B cells.  

Shown here are the unstained, single stained, and fluorescence minus one (FMO) 

controls for each fluorophore-conjugated antibody used to phenotypically identify Tfh 

and memory Tfh cells (A), and GC B and memory B cells (B) according to the gating 

schemes discussed in Chapter 2. The population expressing the cell surface antigen 

was identified using the unstained and single controls. The position of this gate was 

further adjusted based on the background observed in the FMO plots and in 

unimmunized controls. 
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Figure B1.  Gating controls for flow cytometric analysis of T and B cell subsets.  

Shown here are the unstained, single stained, and FMO controls for each fluorophore-

conjugated antibody used to phenotypically identify Tfh and memory Tfh cells (A), and 

GC B and memory B cells (B) according to the gating schemes discussed in Chapter 3. 

The population expressing the cell surface antigen was identified using the unstained 

and single controls. The background was eliminated with the help of the FMO control. 

The position of this gate was further adjusted based on the background observed in 

unimmunized controls. 

 

Figure B2.  Binding of B4e8 to antigens without the S375Y mutation.  

The anti-V3 antibody B4e8 was assayed in ELISA with 45_01dG5-derived antigens 

lacking the S375Y mutation. As expected, the antibody bound only to the 45_core 

antigen, in which V3 is not masked by added glycans. 
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Figure B3.  Comparison of memory B cells in iLN and spleens.  

Shown here are the representative plots showing memory B cell frequencies in mice 

immunized 28 days previously with adjuvanted KLH. The memory B cells in iLN samples 

were lower than in the spleens, implying that this population was possibly not localized 

to the site of origin (iLN). 

 

 

Figure B4. Meausrement of memory Tfh cells in iLN of KLH-immunized mice at 
Day 29 post-prime. 

Memory Tfh cells were stained and measured according to the gating scheme discussed 

in Chapter 3. CM Tfh cells were measurable in the iLN at Day 29 post-prime. 


